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CHAPTER I .
THE SCHEME •.ro "JUMP" A OLAU.f.

"It's ther only claim in thcr whole camp what's worth
anytb ing, boys, an' ther galtst as owns it ain't no. geed.
'}'here's three of yer, an' if you'll stick ter me we'll git it.
I reckon it won't be very hard ter chase Bill Galvin away
from here. What do yer say, boys?"
"I'll stick, Jerry."
"So will I. What I wants more than anything in ther
world jest now is a fresh supply of gold dust."
~..M:~ teo ! Count on me, Jerry."
Four rough-le•king men were seated in a small shanty
that was one of the few that went to make up the mining
camp that was called Red Flat, Arizona.
They had gathered there for the purpose of talking over
matters regarding a claim that was numbered 19 and
owned by a quiet sort of man named Bill Galvin.
Jerry Scott had called in the other three miners, and as
he uttered the words at the head of this chapter, he was
sitting on a barrel and calmJy smoking his pipe, just as
though it was no crime to "jump" a fellow miner's cJaim
and then drive him out of the camp.
Jerry 8cott was an out-and-out villain, and prided hlmself on being one of the worst men that ever breathed," as
he i:;ometimes put it.
Uc owned a claim in Reel l!'lat, but it was not panning
out much, and being one of the sort of men who are uot
fond of work, but liked plcnly of money to spend, he hac1
drifted into the way of getting his wealth dishonestl y.
He was nol quite smc fha L !111' three men he now hat1
with him in hi :; i:1 hanty were willing to join him in jumping
Bill Galvin\ , cJaim.
Bul after J1 c had talkccl with them two or three times on
the subj ect l_ic Lccamc convinced that it would be safe to
put the subject squardy to them.

The villain was much pleased when he found that they
readily agreed to help him in his foul scheme.
They knew that Galvin's claim was really the best one in
the mining camp-in fact, there was a fortune in gold dust
U1ere, and all it required was to dig it out.
"Well, boys, I'm glad ter hear yer say that you'll a11
~Lick to me in this game," Jerry said, with a happy smile
on his evil-hioking face. "I reckon we'll have a little
drink ter celebrate this here event. If I hadn't knowed you
fellers putty well I wouldn't lrnve t,ok you in with me on
this. But I happened ter know that there ain't none of yer
a.s would stand ther test of honesty, so that's why I called
yer here. You have all been putty goed friends of mine
since I've been •nere in ther minin' camp, an' now I'm goin'
ter give yer a chance ter git rich. This here claim of Bill
Galvin's oughter be worth fifty thousand dollars, if I know
anything about sich things, an' I reckon I do. Now then,
ther point is ter git hold of ther claim without committin'
murder. I don't s'pose any of yer would like tcr have
ther bloe>d of Galvin on your hands, so thcr thing for us ter
cJo is to 1rnt up some kind of a job that will git him away
from here. 'I'her best way ter do that, accordin' to my way
of thiukin', is ter steal somethin' an' lay it to him. Then
while ther rest of ther gang around here is havin' it out
with him about it we'll jest sneak up an' take possession
of ther claim. There ain't· no one here as would dare ter
Lry Lcr drive us away from it, 'cause ther minute Galvin
leaves it it belongs to ther first one as gits hole] of it.
1\Iaybe that ain' t ther law exactly, but I reckon that's thcr
way we clo thir,gs here."
"Well," said one of the men, with a villainous smile,
"I've got a horse, as you all know. Now then, s'posc Bill
Galvin steals my horse an' l ketch him with it. How wouh1
that work, Jerry?"
"Fine," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon it won't be hard to fix things up. rrherc
ain't no one what's seen my horse out since ther day afore
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yisterday. I've had him grazin' among ther mesquite out
here about half a mile, so s'pose I jest go out an' git him
now an' tie him back of Galvin's shanty. While I'm at it
I kin steal somcbqdy's saddle and have him already jest as
though Galvin was goin' ter ride away somewhere with ther
nag. 1?
"Well, you have got plenty of time ter do that afore it
gits dark, 'cause it's only about two o'clock now," the leader
of the four villains said, as he l~Ciked at his watch. "Go
ahead. I reckon we might as well go right ahead with
ihis game an' git done with it. I'm anxious ter jump that
claim, which is numbered nineteen. Go ahead, Harpy, and
be sure you make a gt()d job of it. If yer do you'll be remembered, all right."
"Yes we kin afford ter all give him a little present,"
spoke1up a miner called Jasper.
·
"We s.artinly kin," the other declared. "You kin bet
your life Harpy knows his business. He's a gHd friend of
mine, though I must say he's ther sneakiest gafatt in Red
Flat.
"That's a compliment, Joe," Harpy retorted, with a
grin.
"All right, I meant it that way, pard. Go ahead an' fix
up this business. I ain't felt what yer might call secure
ever since I was accused of robbin' that tenderfeet about
two weeks ago. I don't mind tellin' yer that I robbed him,
all right, but they couldn't prove it ag'in me, so it's all
right. At ther same time, I know there's some here as
thinks I'm ther guilty gale~t, jest ther same."
"Well, let 'em think, so long as they can't prove it,"
Jerry declared, shaking his head. "I happen ter know
that there ain't none of us four as is liked any to• well here.
But what do we care for that? They all know we kin sh,,t
about as quick an' straight as anyone else, so they ain't
goin' tcr bother us unless they have mighty good cause.
If we take Bill Galvin's claim we'll hold it, you kin bet."
1
Harpy sHn left the shanty.
The others remained there for about an hour, and just as
they were thinking of going over to the Alkali Tavern,
which was the only place where liquor was sold in the
camp, he returned.
"It's all right, boys," he said, as he came in, grinning
broadly. "I found my nag quicker than I thought I would,
and I fixed everything up. He's tied in ther heap of
bushes that's behind Galvin's shanty. I seen Galvin workin' away, sifting out ther dirt; but he didn't see me. Now
then, I'm goin' over to ther tavern an' report that somebody has stole my horse."
"You go ahead, and we'll come along in a few minutes,"
Jerry answered, with a satisfied nod.
'J'he villain was not long in reaching the shanty tavern,
which was nothing more than a one-story structure, with a
big hall connected to it.
This was used for public purposes, and it was very often
that a dance was held there by the miners and the cowboys
who frequently rode into the camp to have a "high olcl
time."
It happened that there were ihree cowboys in the barroom when Harpy entered.
"Hello, boys," he called out, for 11e had seen them there
before, though he was not very well acquainted with them,
"did you sec anything of a stray nag as yer rode over from
ther ranch ?"
"No," one of them answered. "Have yer lost a horse?"
"Yes, an' horses is mighty scarce right around here.
I wanted him ter ride over ter 1Iiller with me to-morrow,
so I thought I'd go an' catch him an' git him cleaned up a
r

(
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bit before it got dark. But ther blamed nag ain't nowhere
to be found. I didn't think he would stray very far, 'cause
ther fodder was mighty gted where I left him."
"Couldn't you find his tracks?" one of the cowboys
asked.
"I never thought ter 1,ok."
"Well, that's about ther best way, especially if ther nag
has strayed off."
"Maybe someone stole him," suggested another.
"I don't know who -vould do that around here," and
Harpy sh0ok his head. "I didn't know there was any
horse thieves in Red Flat." It was just then that Jerry Scott and the other two villains entered the place.
Harpy did not pay any particular· attention to them, but
it was not long before they understHd that he had lost
his ·horse.
"Why don't yer le0k for him?" Jerry asked.
"Well, where am I goin' ter b k?"
"Anywhere. Come on; we'll help yer."
"So will we," spoke up one of the cowboys.
"Well, come on, then, though I don't h.-now jest where
ter ltttk, blamed if I do," and Harpy appeared to be very
much puzzled.
The crowd quickly left the tavern, and Bill Hodge, the
proprietor, sctiled down to read an old newspaper that ·he
had probably read over a dozen times before.
But there was no business at ·that time of day, so he had
to pass his time away at something.
When night came there would be plenty of business, for
he had the only place where liquor was sold, and the forty
or fifty miners working the claims of Red Flat usually congregated there.
When he had been alone for perhaps half an hour he
heard the sounds of htef-beats outside.
At first he thought it was the cowboys who had gone to
help Harpy find bis horse rrtmning.
But when he discovered that there were more horses than
they hacl coming toward the tavern, he threw down his
paper and hurried to tlic open dtor.
"Great bears!" he exclaimed. "Quite a little party is
comin', an' there's petticoats among 'em, tee. I wonder
what this means?"
Riding up the singlr, sanely street that led into them~
ing camp was a pariy consi ting of eight.
Two were nothing more than boys, one a man, one a
young woman, two were young girl s, ancl two Chinamen, who were leading a couple of pack-horses in the rear
of the little procession, as it might be termed, since they
were riding two abreast.
A boy and girl were in the lead, &Jlcl as he l~"kec1 at them
Bill Hodge gave a start, while a l~k of silent admiration
quickly shone from his small, gray eyes.
The boy wati riding a sorrel steed, and his attire was a
fancy hunting su1t of buckskin.
A wealth of light, chestnut hair Jrnng over his shoulders, and his head was graced by a wide-brimmed sombrero.
He rode with such case and grace that Bill Hodge muttered something to the effect that he had never seen such
a fine 100½-ing boy in his life.
But as he looked the girl over he became convinced that
she was about the prettiest and most graceful o.f her sex
that he had ever seen.
"I wonder who they kin be?" he muttered, shaking his
head. "They're all dressed in mighty fancy high-priced
style, I reckon, but they l0~k as thourh they ain't strangers
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"lh, yes, there ain't no rubbin' that out."
in this part of ther country. But I'll sun know who they
"Well, I think we will go over by the creek yonder and
a re, 'cause they're comin' right here."
He was right on this point, for .a few seconds later the pitch our camp. We will stay over to-night and we'll get
acquainted with you folks."
party ~ame to a halt right before his dter.
"Hello, my friend!" the dashing l1t<Jking boy called out,
"All right, Young Wild West. I'm sartin ther boys will
pleasantly. "What is the name of this camp?"
all be glad ter see yer. There'$ some of 'eni here who has
"Red Flat, young feller," Hodge answered, quickly. often talked about yer, sayin' as how they've seen yer some"Why, are yer lost?"
where afore."
"Well, not exactly. But when we found a trail that
"I'm glad to hear that, as I always like to meet friends.
lteked as though it had been used a great deal we thought We all do, for that matter, and I will say that we have lots
we would follow it and see where it led to. It happens that of them scattered about throughout different parts of the
we have never struck this place before in our travels."
country."
"Well, I reckon you could strike worse ones.. I s'pose
"And you have got lots of enemies, tu, I reckon."
you're leekin' for board an' lodgin', ain't yer, young felAgain Hodge grinned, as though he c0nsidered he 'had
ler?"
said something that was rather clever.
"Well, no, not exactly. We 1have ·a camping outfit with
" h, yes, it is natural that we have enemies, because we
us, as you can see. Another thing, I hardly think the size have a way of sticking up for the right, no tnattet where we
of your shanty would accommodate us all. What we mean are or what the circumstances may be. Well, we will see
to do is to camp somewhere until to-morrow. I suppose you later, boss."
there will be no objection to that."
The boy was about to lead his horse away toward the
"I'm sure there won't be, young feller. But say! Where spot ho had selected as a camping place when a shout
did you come from, anyhow?"
sounded a short distance away and t.bree cowboys came gal"We have come from all over, I reckon, boss," and the loping toward them.
boy laughed as he dismounted, and then turned to assist
Not far behind them were four men, two of whom were
the girl.
half dragging a man along against his will.
The next minute all but the two Chinamen were on the
"Hello!" exclaimed Hodge, as he lteked at the approachground, standing before the shanty tavern.
ing men. "I reckon they've got ther gal6J~t what stole
"Yer come from most anywhere, did yer?" and Hodge Harpy's 'horse."
grinned. "Well, that ain't much of an answer, is it?"
"A horse thief, eh?" and Young Wild West became very
"Not much, I suppose. But I will make it plainer to you much interested.
by saying that we are in the habit of riding through Ari"Well, a man named Harpy lost his horse, an' ther hoys
zona, as well as other parts of the West. We just do it for
happened to be here when he give it out started out ter
as
the excitement there is to be got out of it, too."
him find it. There's one of 'em leadin' a horse back
help
kip
I
"Say!" and the tavern-keeper gave a start, "maybe
as you kin see, an' they've got a man what lHks as
there,
tell who yer are."
he's a prisoner."·
though
"Probably you can."
right, my friend," and after he had l~ked
"That's
"Are yer Young Wild West?"
approaching men the boy turned and gave
the
at
sharply
"You guessed it right the first time, my friend."
Chinamen to take the pack-horses over to
two
the
to
orders
seen
first
I
when
that
knowed
"Great bears! I oughter
for a camping place.
selected
had
he
spot
the
yer, 'cause I've read somethin' in ther papers about you
see that the tents are put up
and
along
go
you
"Girls,
folks. You ain' here after any bad ones, are yer?"
to the female members
nodding
added,
he
shape,"
proper
in
"Why, have you any bad men here?"
stay here with me, so
will
Jim
and
"Charlie
party.
the
of
"Well, I don't know as we have, but from what I've read
here."
on
going
is
what
learn
can
we
up
breakin'
around
ridin'
about yer you have a way of
The girls nodded, and they promptly started away, leadgangs of robbers an' sich. They do say as how you have
their horses, while the two Chinamen rode on after
ing
;._J4Hm lt>ts of scrimmages with tber rE!dskins, tee."
them.
"Well, probably that is true. But what sort of place is
The cowboys came galloping up and dismounted.
Red Flat, anyho_:w ?"
"We found ther horse mighty easy," on.e of them said.
"Well, I reckon you kin see putty well, 'cause there ain't
much of it ter lHk at," and Hodge grinned as he waved bis "We've got tber galett as stole him, tH. It's one of ther
hand toward the scattered shanties and claims that lay on miners here, an' hiR name is Bill Galvin. He was ready ter
sneak away from ther camp. I reckon we was jest in time."
the slope behind them.
"Bill Galvin stole Harpy's hors.e !" cried Hodge, showing
"Oh, I don't mean the site. What I mean is what sort of
great amazement. "Why, it can't be that he would do anypeople have you here?" queried the boy.
' A putty fair lot, I should say. They all spend their thing like that."
"Well, ther evidence points that way," declared the cowmoney putty freely, an' I've been doin' a. lot of business.
But I'm afraid things ain't goin' ter last very long here, boy, shaking his head. "I don't know much about ther
'cause there's only about one claim in ther blamed old place man, though I've seen him around here when I've been here
what's worth much, an' ther galt>ot as owns that ain't very afore. Anyhow, here he is, an' I reckon he's got ter proYe
free with his dust. Ther one I'm speakin' of is number his innocence, or he'll git a rope around his neck."
The four villains who had put up the scheme to gain posnineteen, an' is owned by a man named Bill Galvin. He's a
quiet sort of galeet an' I've never seen him drink enough session of Galvin's claim now came forward, dragging their
bug-juice ter git half tight yet. But he's mighty liberal prisoner with them.
"Here's ther horse thief," shouted Harpy, and then he
in helpin' them out what's in hard luck. That's one thing
struck the helpless man they had with them a blow on
.
I kin say about him."
"Well, from what you say of Bill Galvin, he must be al the side of the head in order to urge him along faster.
"Go a little easy, my friend," said Young Wild West, his
•
pretty decent sort of a man."

...
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eyes flashing. "What is the use of hitting that man when I "Maybe they kin," Scott said, sharply. "But how about
last night? Kin you find anyone to prove that you didn't
you have got his hands tied?"
"I don't know as that's any of your business, young fel- go an' steal ther hors,e last night?"
"I didn't take the horse. I have no use for a horse, since
ler," came the quick retort.
intend to leave here for some time to come. When
don't
I
see
and
by
stand
won't
I
tu.
"Yes, it is my business,
a man hit that way without entering a protest. I don't care I do get ready to leave, if I want a horse I will buy one,"
whether he is a horse thief or not. If you hit him again retorted the accused.
Young Wild West lt,1tked at him keenly while he was
I will hit you."
"An' if you do~;t _shut right up I'll put a ~ole_ through talking.
The boy had met so many miners and border men in his
you, young feller, retorted Harpy, qmckly clrawrng a retravels that he had learned how to judge their characters
.
Yolver.
ltltlking at their faces and from hearing t)iem talk.
by
preexactly
was
one
no
that
happened
something
Then
He decided right away that the man was really innocent
.
.
pare~ to _see. .
With hghtnmg-l1ke quickness the boy pulled out a re- of tlie charge, and that he was an honest, hard working
1
miner.
volver and :fired.
That was quite enough to make him ready to champion
As the report rang out, Harpy uttered a yell of pain and
.
bis cause.
dropped his gun.
nodded to
he
as
observed,
deadshot
young
the
"Boys,"
told
which
hand,
his
of
back
the
The bullet had grazed
only b@ well that Young Wild West knew how to sheet the three cowboys, "suppose you tell us what the evidence
against this man is."
quick and straight.
"Well," said one of them as he dismounted from his
broncho, "all we know about it is that we was here when
that feller come in an' said as how his horse was missin'.
CHAPTER II.
I asked him why he didn't hunt around for ther nag, an'
we offered ter help him ltiek for it. We didn't lo•k
then
THE ACCUSED MAN IS RELEASED.
much, but somehow we wasn't long in findin' ther horse
jest as you sec him now,
"Wow, wow! Wht1tpee !" yelled the tall man with the with ther saddle an' bridle on him,
over there. Ther man
shanty
a
behind
bushes
ther
in
tied
Wild
Young
long, black hair and mustache, who was one of
so that feller," pointshanty,
ther
occupies
here
got
we've
West's partners. "I reckon you gal1tots had better keep
he had heard that
that
away
right
"said
Scott,
Jerry
to
ing
your hands away from your hardware. If yer don't there'll
That made
camp.
ther
Jeavin'
of
thinkin'
was
feller
ther
alive
you're
know
won't
you
that
fast
so
be hot lead flyin'
goin' ter
was
an'
horse
ther
stole
had
he
though
as
leok
it
in ten seconds from now. Wh~tp her up, Wild I They're
there
evidence
ther
all
about
That's
dark.
after
away
ride
inis
feller
that
a measly lot of galHts, anyhow. I'll bet
feller."
is, young
nocent. I kin tell by ther way he lteks."
"Well, you don't think that is evidence enough to hang
"Easy, Charlie," the young deadshot retorted, as he shot
man, do you ?"
the
friend.
a glance· at his excited
no," and the cowboy shook his head. "I s'posc
"Well,
for
search
the
in
part
The three cowboys who had taken
·
he -oughter be given a show."
the lost horse were as much amazed as any of the rest.
"What do you think about it?" the boy asked, nodding to
To leek at them just then one could have easily seen that
they were about ready to side in with the handsome boy one of the others.
who had so cleverly caused the villain to drop his gun.
"I think he oughter have a show, 'cause there ain't no
·
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, in the cHl and real pn,ef that he tt>tk ther horse," was the reply.
easy way that had made him famous, "I didn't come here
"And you?" to the third.
to have trouble with anyone. But as I said just now, I am - "I'm of ther same opinion, young feller."
not the one to stand by and see a helpless man struck; with"All right. I haraly think it is necessary to ask • e
out entering a protest. Now then, I hope you understand opinions of the others, for I have made up my mind that
me."
they are a bad set. They will all go ag3:inst the prisoner,
"I reckon we understand what yer mean, young feller," of course."
Jerry Scott spoke up, gruffly. "But what have you got a
"You kin bet your life we will, youngster," Jerry Scott
right ter interfere in this game for?"
answered, savagely. "We know for sartin that Bill Galvin
"Never mind what right I have got to interfere. I stole Harpy's horse, an' he's got ter suffer for it."
"My friend," said the boy, a smile showing on his handthought you said you underst0ed me?"
"Well, you had better light out from here, even if xou some face as he lttked at the speaker, "you saw what just
are putty quick at gun play. rrhis galHt was caught red- happened to one of your friends, didn't you?"
handed. He stole Harpy's horse, an' was jest gittin' ready
"I reckon I ain't blind. It was a mighty quick shot yer
ter ride away from ther camp. We ketched him jest in ther made, young feller. But that don't make no difference.
.
Don't yer think that you kin bulldoze me, 'cause I ain't
nick of time."
iace
whose
built that way."
man,
bound
the
"That is untrue," spoke up
"Well, since it bas gone as far as this, I want to tell you
had lighted up the instant he found he had someone to take
It
camp.
that if you attempt to hang this man you will get a bullet
his part. "I had no intentions of leaving the
seems that these men found the horse saddled and tied to a hole through your heart. How does that strike you?"
There was a short silence, and then the proprietor oi the
tree close to my shanty. I give you my word of honor that
called out from the dojJ.l'way:
the
sal&tn
of
innocent
am
I
there.
was
I didn't know the horse
"Jerry, ther boy what's speakin' to yer now is Young ·
charge, and if you will give me time I will pwve it, for
there are two or three miners who can testify that I have Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot. I reckon you had
better go a little slow."
not been away from my claim all day."
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"What will I admit that for?"
Hardly a man who heard this did not give a start of sur"Well, since you don't 'know any different, it is reasonprise.
to suppose that such a thing happened, isn't it?"
able
the
of
heard
had
them
of
It seemed as though nearly all
"Well, I s'p.ose it could happen, but I'm satisfied that
boy who had made himself famous through his daring deeds
and steadfast determination to right the wrongs that ex- Bill Galvin stole my horse an' meant ter ride away from
ther camp to-night. He's got about all he kin git out of
isted in the vast territory known as the Wild West.
Wild, as our hero was called by his friends and acquaint- his claim, I s'pose, an' he thought it would be a gie-d idea
ter light out."
ances, laughed lightly at his introduction.
"Don't you think I have got all I expect to get from my
No doubt the wonderful success he had always met with
when he had stahed to do a certain thing made him more claim," spoke up the accused man. "There is plenty there
yet, and 1 mean to work it until I have cleaned it up pretty
valued than he would otherwise have been.
But it was certain that such a thing as fear was unknown well."
"Come on, boys, what's ther use of doin' any more talkto him, and his wonderful skill at handling a gun caused
in'?" said Jerry Scott, suddenly. "It seems that this boy
him td be rather aggressive.
Harpy, wb had now partly recovered, stted a little dis- has got ther rest believin' ther same way he does, an' if we
don't want ter git into a fight, ther best thing we kin do is
tance back of the rest.
His revolver lay upon the ground where it had dropped. ter go away about our business."
"So your name is Young Wild West, eh?" said Jerry 1 "Genilemen," said our hero, as he drew his hunting
r knife and stepped toward the prisoner, "I reckon we can set
Scott, after a pause.
"I reckon you are right," was the reply. "But what has, this 1!1an free. No doubt he is willin' to gi~e his word th~t
r that got to do with it? 'I'he question is, are you going to he will not attempt to leave the camp until the matter 1s
give this man a chance to defend himself, or do you mean settled."
"I will give you my word on that," declared Galvin.
to hang him without delay?"
"Out him 1,~se, Young Wild West," one of the cowboys
"He's got to have a chance," shouted one of the cowboys
in a determined voice. "I believe in a square deal for called out.
This i.he boy quickly did, and Galvin stepped toward the
everybody, I do."
The other two tHk up i.hc cry, while the villains re- tavern, a free man.
The fou~ villains did not wait a second longer, but
mained silent.
The sh~t that had been fired by our hero must have at- turned and walked rapidly away from the spot.
"I'm glad to meet you, Mr. Galvin," Young Wild West
tracted the attention of some of the miners working near
said, as he stepped forward and tHk the miner's hand. "I
by, fororuen were now seen approaching rapidly.
It happened that they all knew the accused miner well, am well satisfied that you are innocent of the charge . . I
and when they reached the scene and heard what the charge also belieYe that tl.ie four men who accused you are no gted.
was they united in declaring that they believed him inno- I am a stranger here, and maybe you all may think I am
talking a little tu fast, and possibly a little tti& plan. But
cent.
I can't help that. I was born that way, I suppose, ancl
anybody's
steal
would
as
man
ther
ain't
"Bill Galvin
what I think must come out, when I get ready to talk."
horse," declared one of them, shaki~g his head.
"Well, I reckon when you say them four galttts is no
"You bet he ain't," added a second.
"I'd believe what he said quicker than I would a dozen gttd you about hit ther nail on ther head," a miner spoke
up. "I don't know as they ever done anything to me, but
of sich fellers as Harpy," declared the third.
I don't like them, 'cause they want ter run things their
in
Bill
git
ter
job
put-up
a
is
this
though
as
lHks
"It
own way once in a while in ther camp."
trouble," the fourth added, shrugging his shoulders.
"Well, ii you will excuse us for a while we will go over
"Well, gentlemen," said Wild, who now felt that he had
see about getting our camp into shape. I think Mr.
and
to
way
quickest
the
reckon
"I
hand,
in
well
situation
the
settle this is to put Harpy on the stand. Excuse me for Galvin is quite safe here, and that everything will turn out
--act.i-.:-g as judge, but I am going to do it, just the same. all right. Just to show that I am much interested in this
affair, I will stay here long enough to try and clear it up.
Step forward, Mr. Harpy.
The villain obeyed, his face very white, for he no doubt The thing to do now is to find out who ts&k the horse and
tied it behind the accused man's shanty. Gentlemen, I
feared that the young deadshot might fire at him again.
reckon that won't be hard to do."
"Pick up your gun, and put it away."
So saying, the boy turned and walked away, leading his
Harpy quickly stopped and tffk the gun from the
horse toward the spot where the girls and two Chinamen
ground.
He dropped it into the holster at his side and then stoiod were already busy at fixing up the camp.
Young Wild West's two partners followed him.
meekly before Young Wild West.
As most of our readers know, the young deadshot's part"Now then," said the boy sternly, "do you think that
were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, who
ners
horse?"
your
stole
this man
"I don't know how I kin think any other way," was the was a Wyoming boy about the same age as our hero.
The perils and adyentures the three had been through
reply.
"That is not the question. Do you think he stole your had been many, and much has been written by them, so it
is not necessary to go into details.
horse?"
The three quickly reached the camp, and then Young
"Yes."
Wild West's golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock,
"What makes you think so?"
l~&ked at him with a smile and said:
"Well, I found ther horse behind his shanty."
"WeJl, Wild, what is the trouble now? I see you made
"Is that all?"
them release the prisoner."
' "Well, I s'pose it is."
"Well, Et, I was satisfied right at the start that the man
"You will admit that it might br possible that someone
was innocent of stealing the horse, so it was no more than
else tHk the horse there, won't you?"
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right that I should make them release him. The four men
you saw sneaking away are a set of scoundrels, I am certa.in.
f course they will try to make trouble for me now,
but that's all right. I am rather glad of it, for there is
nothing like excitement to keep a fellow gbing. We will
stop here long enough to prove the man's innocence, and
then we will start out for somewhere else."
"That's what's ther matter," Cheyenne Charlie called
out, waving his hat. "Whetpee, whHpee! Wow, wow! I
reckon Red Flat ain't sich a slow place, after all."
"It seems to have the usual quota of bad men, anyhow,"
Jim Dart added, with a smile.
The other two girls belonging to our hero's party were
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner,
the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
Though Anna must have been somewhere between twenty
and thirty, and a married woman at that, Wild and his
partners spoke of her as a girl, the same as they did of
Arietta and Eloise.
The iwo Chinamen, who were putting the :finishing
touches to the tents that had been erected, were brothers,
named Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
The former w~s the handy man of the party, while the
latter acted in the capacity of cHk.
Besides being a handy man with the horses and doing
·his share of the work, Hop furnished no little amusement
for our friends.
His wonderful ability to do sleight-of-hand tricks, and
his love for practical joking made him really a valuable asset to the party.
The fact was that he was an exception to his race, and
those of our readers who are not already aware of this will
surely find it out to their full satisfaction later on.
After they had told the girls all about what had happened, though the fact was that they saw pretty well what
was going on from the camping spot, our hero and his
partners were not long in putting things in shape.
Hop Wah had no sHner finished his work than he
stepped up smilingly to the young deadshot and said:
"Misler Wild, me gottee lillee pain, so be. Me likee go
gittee lillee dlop qf tanglefHt."
"S~et up, you ft>ttlish heathen," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, sharply. "That excuse is played out long ago.
You're bound to liquor up every chance yer git, so what's
ther use of sayin' that you have got a pain, an' tryin' ter
make out you take it for medicine?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no say anythling
to you, so be; me talkee to Misler Wild.';
"Well, if you go over there, just see ·to it that you don't
get into any trouble with the miners and cowboys," our
hero answered, with a smile. "Don't get in any gambling
game with those who are now there, for I am satisfied that
they are a pretty honest set- of men. Y0u hear what I say,
Hop?"
"Me undelstand, Mi~er Wild. Me velly goodee Chinee,
so be."
Young Wild West's Clever Cb.inee, as he was often called,
quickly left the spot and walked toward the tavern.
"Now, Wing," said our hero, nodding to the co@k, "I
reckon you can go ahead and get up something getd for
supper. You have got plenty of time, so go right ahead."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the c•tk answered, with a
g1-in. "Me no likee my fHl blather. He allee timee
"·antee dlink: tanglefcuit. Me mindee um own business,
so be:"
"Yes, yer do that putty well, Wing," the scout spoke u.p.
"But I took notice that afore Hop come with Uli you was

putty much of a sport, an' yer liked your tanglefaot an'
fun as well as anyone. But when yer found out that he
could give yer cards an' spades at that kind of work yer
settled down easy an' now you're a mighty steady sort of
heathen. Well, it's gHd to have one steady one with us,
I s'pose, for I will say that you're a mighty gaod cHk.
Don't forgit ter have some of that bear m,eat br'iled nicely
when it's time for supper, 'cause I've bad my mind set
on that ever since I shot ther bear yisterday aftern<Jen."
"Me fixee allee light," Wing declared, witlr a smile. "Me
knowee whattee you likee, Misler Charlie."
It was not long before the ctok started a fire, and as
se>en _as it_ had burned so there were plenty of live coals, be
put m his potatoes to bake and turned his attention to
preparing the muffins and meats he proposed to ceek for
the evening meal.

CHAPTER III.
CLAIM
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IS "JUMPED."

Though he had been completely subdued by Young Wild
West, Jerry Scott had not given up his determination to
gain possession of Bill Galvin's claim.
When he proposed to leave the spot he had it in- his mind
to go direct to the claim and take possession of it.
As siln as the four villains were far enough away so as to
not be heard by those in front of the tavern, Scott lHked
cautiously over his shoulder, and then with a satisfieu nod,
exclaimed:
·
"Boys, we're goin' to have Claim No. J9 in spite of
Young Wild West or anyone else in ther land. You said
you would all stick to me, so now is your chance ter keep
your word. Come! We'll go straight ter ther claim an'
take possession of it."
"Jezt what I was thinkin' about," Harpy spoke up, with
a nod of approval. "Bill Galvin ain't there now, an' since
my horse was caught on his premises jest as though he
meant ter leave, I reckon he'll have a mighty hard time
of gettin' his claim back. Jump it, that's what I say."
"Me, t,~," declared Jasper.
"Go1d enough," Joe added, quickly.
For the first time since he had been cut short by the
dashing boy, Jerry Scott's face tHk on a smile.
. - - \.....--·" It's all right, boys," he said. "I'm mighty glad ter
know that there ain't none of yer what's squealin'. I
s'pose yer all know that we'll have a fight afore very long,
but that claim's goin' ter be ours. Might is right, as I've
heard said sometime or other in my life, an' this is goin'
ter be a case when we'll prove it."
"I heard someone say that possession is nine points of
ther law," Harpy added, with a grin.
"That's so/' one of the others observed, with a chuckle.
"Jerry, I reckon you had better stop in your shanty an'
git all tber cartridges you have got there, 'cause most likely
there'll be some shtiatin' done. But it seems that there's
plenty of rocks on Claim No. 19, so it won't take us very
long ter fix up a regular fort. Then let Bill Galvin come
an' try ter drive us off it."
"Yes, an' let him bring Young Wild West an' his pards
with him, if he wants ter," added the leader, with a savage
grimace. "I don't know how you feel about that boy,
Harpy, but I sartinly hate him like pizen. I'd shoet him
down ther minute I got a chance, I would."
"Well, I'm only waitin' for ther chance, Jerry," was the
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reply. "You jest let me alone, an' see how I'll fix ther
young gal•ot. He niight be a deadshot, an' all that, but I
reckon there's times when he ain't lHkin'."
The four had to pass Jerry's shanty on their way, so
they stopped there and gathered up the few things that the
villain thought might be of use to them.
They were willing to give up to Galvin what was in his
shanty, and, if necessary, he could take the shanty, too.
But the claim they now figured was theirs, because they
were taking J?OSsession of it.
There are many cases on record where just such things as
we are describing hav~ happened.
Usually the claim jumpers won out, t.o, for they seldom attempted a thing of the kind unless they knew they
had the best side o.f it.
As sHn as they reached the claim they looked about for
a spot that would enable them to hide and sho.,t from
behind the rocks in case an attack was made upon them.
There was such a place within a few yards of the shanty,
so he:e Jerry Scott conducted his companions.
"Now then, boys," said he, "I reckon you had better
sorter fix up things a little. I'm goin' over to ther shanty
now, an' I think I'll put a placard on it announcin' that
unless ther owner comes ter take it away inside of twentyfour hours, he can't have it."
"Kin you write all that down, so it will be understHd,
·
Jerry ?" Joe asked.
"I reckon I kin. I used to be quite a scholar wh,en I
went to sch.,col. You jest wait an' see. I'll show yer somethin'."
When he saw that his three companions were making
lrnrried efforts to fortify their positions against an attack,
Jerry walked leisurely to the shanty.
The d~or was open, and after peering inside as though he
half expected to see someone there ready to sl1Ht him, he
stepped cautiously in.
Probably Bill Galvin had the best :fitted bachelor apartments the mining camp of Red Flat possessed.
There was a certain degree of neatness about it, and even
Jerry was forced to give a nod of approval' as he ltctked the
interior o.f the shanty over.
Tacked to tho bare boards, for of course there were no
~ ttd r111ing as walls in the shanty, were several lithographs,
and after he had leoked them over the villain ripped one
of them down and .found it to possess a plain white back.
A bottle of ink and a pen were upon a shelf, with two or
three books, ancl when he saw the ink Jerry nodded in a
pleased way and possessed himself of it.
The pen he had no use for, since that would not make the
characters he purposed to write upon the back of the lithograph plain enough, so he chewed a stick into the form
o.f a rude brush, and then scrawled out the following:

.

NOrl'ICE !
Th er man as built this shanty here has got twenty-J.'our
hours tcr take it away in. If it's -i;i.ot removed in that time
it'll hecomc ther possession o.f those who have taken Claim
No. 19.
(Signed)
JERRY SCOTT.
When he had permitted the ink to clry, the claim jumper
carried his placard outside and tacked it to the door of the
shanty, which he te111k pains to close.
"Herc yer arc, boys," he called out, with a laugh. "Sec
if yer kin read tlrnt sign."
All of them could read it except lhc Yillain called Joe.
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He she>tk his head and grinned, when he heard one of the
others slowly read off the notice, however.
But he seemed to be more thoughtful than the others,
even i.f he could not read, for suddenly he scratched his
head and observed:
"See here, Jerry, how is anyone goin' ter read that there
notice unless they come up here by ther d0>0>r . of ther
shanty?"
"By jingo! I never thought of that," was the reply.
"They'll sartinly have ter git on ther claim ter read it, sure
enough."
"An' if they git that far most likely they'll make it putty
hot for us," put in Harpy. "Jerry, I reckon you had better put a sign up a little further away."
"Well, I kin do that, tio," was the reply, and the leader
again entered the shanty.
He found another picture that would answer the purpose
for a sign, so he wrote a similar notice, stating that the
shanty of Claim No. 19 must be removed within twentyfour hours or the owner would lose all claim upon it.
This he Wt>k a little beyond the line of the claim and
tacked to a tree.
"There! I reckon that will do," he said. "But we'll
leave ther one on ther dtu right where it is, te111."
About half an hour after the two placards had been put
up, Bill Galvin and two other miners were seen approaching.
"Now then, boys, I reckon ther fun is goin' ter begin,"
observed the leader, with a grin. "Don't none of yer say
a word, but let me do ther talkin'."
As the four were hiding behind the rocks the approaching men did not see them, and it was not until they paused
to read the notice on the tree that Jerry Scott showed himself.
Then he walked boldly toward them.
"What do you :think of that?" he asked, with a villainous
grin. "Galvin, you have lost your claim. You showed
that you was goin' ter give it up when you had ther ho,rse
all ready ter ride away. I'm one of ther owners of it now,
an' if you think that you have got any more title ter i~,
you'll have ter fight it out, that's all."
"You don't mean that, do you, Jerry?" the astonished
miner gasped, as he lMked at him in surprise.
"I reckon yer kin read, can't you?"
"Yes, I can read all right."
"An' you kin hear, t- , can't you?"
" t h, yes, my ears are pretty gud yet."
"Well , then, don't ask any further questions. I'll bet
you ain't filed your papers with ther government yet so
you kin hold this here claim, so what are yer goin' ter do
about it?"
"I would have :filed my papers long ago, but the claim
agent hasn't been around," Galvin answered, slowly. "But
you can't take my property from me in this way, Jerry
Scott."
"I've already t&r.k it, Galvin, so yer may as well give in
an' be dobc with it. I don't want your shanty nor what's
in it, an' I'll give you permission ter take it away, provided
you do it inside of twenty-four hours."
"What do you think of this, boys ?" Galvin asked, turning to hi s two companions.
"I think it's a bare-faced robbery," one of them retortec!, while the other remained silent.
"Yer c1o think that, eh?" said Jerry, touching the butt
of hi s revolver. "Well, you jest say that again an' I'll
put a hole through yer. I reckon you know me, Dan Foster."
/
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It was evident that the man called Dan Foster was afraid

of ihc desperado, for he simply shrugged his shoulders and
turned from the spot.
Galvin hesitated a moment, and then said something in
a low tone to his companion and followed.
As the three walked hurriedly back toward ihe Alkali
Tavern, Jerry Scott broke into a laugh.
"Boys, it was somewhat easier than I thought it would
be," he said, as ·he hurried back to them. "Bill Galvin
ain't got no title to this claim at all, so we kin keep it as
long as we want ter. By ther time ther government man
gits around ter file ther claim papers we'll have it putty
well cleaned out, anyhow. Ther dust here is mostly on ther
surface, anyhow. It's all placer minin', so all we've got ter
do is to work a little harder than we have been in ther
habit of doin', an' we'll git a g11d pile out of it!'
The three villains cheered him £or this, for they no doubt
felt that they really had as much title to the claim as anyone else, and they acted as though they would defend it
with their lives, almost.
After he had thought for a few minutes Jerry Scott
said:
"Boys, you all heard Galvin say he didn't have papers
ter show a title for this here claim, didn't you?"
"Yes," came the unanimous reply.
"Well, I'm goin' over ter ther tavern an' hear what he's
got ter say about it. It won't do to act as though we're
afraid that we've done a wrong thing in takin' possession
here. I don't care if Young Wild West an' his pards interfere or not. You kin bet I won't say anything or do anything ter git in trouble with 'em. I know when rm well
off, so I'll jest talk a little an' hear ,vhat they say. Ther
rest of you stay right here, though. Don't leave ther shanty
uncle~ no circumstances."
The villain was not long in walking over to the tavern.
When he got there he found the three cowboys there
laughing and joking with a Chinaman.
The Chinaman was no other than Hop Wah, who had
been at the tavern some little time amusing himself with
those he found there.
The villain l11eked at them scornfully, and nodding to
Bill Hodge, the proprietor of the place, he said :
"Was Bill Galvin here since he come away a little while
ago?"
"No, Jerry," was the reply. "But I seen him goin' over
to Young Wild West's camp a few minutes ago. He had
a couple of ther boys with him, too. Is anything wrong?"
"Well, there might be somethin' wrong with him, even
i£ he did escape bein' lynched. He's lost ·his claim."
"Lost his claim!" echoed the proprietor. "What do you
mean by that, Jerry?"
"Well, I mean jest this: Bill Galvin ain't got no papers
ter show that he's ther owner of Claim No. 19, an' since
he was ready ter leave, as ther saddled horse plainly told,
me an' three of my pards has tnk possession. We own
that claim now, an' we're goin' ter hold it till ther government puts us off."
"Thunder !" exclaimed Hodge. "I reckon that's putty
bad on Galvin."
"Well, it ain't no more than he's deservin' of, anyhow.
Ile sartinly stole Harpy's horse, an' if Young Wild West
managed ter keep him from bein' lynched, he's gittin' some
punishment, anyhow."
"You knowec Young Wild West?" spoke up the clever
Chinec, a bland smil:: on his yellow countenance, as he
stepped forward.
"What's that yer say, heathen?" growled the villain.
''You knowce Young Wild West?" repeated Ilop.

"

.,

"What's it your business whether I know him or not?"
"Young Wild West allec samee shHtec vclly muchee
stlaight, so be."
"Well, if you don't get out of here inside of ten secon<ls,
I'll show.you how straight I kin shoot, heathen."
Jerry pulled a gun as he spoke, and leveled it aL the
Chinaman.
"Hip hi! LHkee outtee !" cried the Celestial, as though
he was terribly frightened.
Then he made a bolt for the dttr and ran as though for
his life.
But he ran on around the side of the building and paused
at the rear de r, and if the leader of the claim jumpcrf!
could have seen him just then be would not have thought
that he was very much frightened.
On the contrary, there was a smile that was "child-like
and bland" on the visage of the China.man.
Jerry put his revolver away, bursting into a hoarse
laugh as he did so.
"I reckon that heathen won't stop runnin' till he gits to
Young Wild West's camp," he observed. "Give us a drink,
Bill. Come, boys. · Yer all sorter went against me this
afterna&n, but I reckon I'll stand treat, anyhow."
The last was addressed to the three cowboys.
"See here," said one of them, a little sharply, "yon had
no right ter rnn that Chinee out ther way ycr did. He's a
putty ga.d heathen, as far as we could see, an' we was
havin' a lot of fun with him. You kin bet your life that
you wouldn't have shot him if he had stayed here, 'cause
I'd have shot you first, Jerry Scott."
"What!" cried the desperado, leaping back and grabbing
for his gun. "You would have shot me, would yer? Why,

I'll--"
"Hold on there!" exclaimed the cowboy, and then ScoU,
saw a revolver pointed straight at his breast. "Yer don't
think I'd talk that way if I wasn't ready £or yer, do yer ?"
he added, with a smile. "Now then, don't yer think that
you're goin' ter run this here camp, 'cause we've found out
more about yer this aftern11n than we ever knowed afore.
We happen ter know that you ain't got many friends here,
Jerry Scott, an' that's why I'm talkin' to yer this way.
You take your hand off of that gun right away, or somethin' will happen right now. Maybe you're a mighty quick
shot, but I reckon I've got ther drop on yer."
There was nothing to do but to let go of his revoiver,--- ..and Scott did this with a grimace.
"Well, there ain't no use in havin' any words about it,"
he said, after a pause. "Come on an' have a drink, anyhow."
At this juncture the rear deer 'opened and in stepped
Hop Wah, puffing away at a cigar and smiling sweetly.
"Blamed if that heathen ain't come in here again!"
cried Scott, as he stepped foto the center of the rHm and
made a move to grab bis revolver.
The cowboys were about to interfere, but before they
could do ,.so Hop threw something that hit the \•illain
squarely in the stomach.
Bang!
A loud explosion sounded, and Jerry Scott uttered a
yell and tumbled backward to the £l.11r.
CHAPTER IV.
A HUNGRY BO)'..

It was not strange that Bill Galvin should think of going
straight to Yonng Wild West aflcr he found that claim
jumpers had possession of his property.
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'rhough somewhat dismayed at the unexpected action o:f
the villains, the miner had hopes that he would yet regain
possession.
"We'll go and tell Young Wild West about it right away,
boys," he said to his two companions. "I reckon he's the
best one to go to."
"Sartinly he is," Dan Foster declared. "Anyone as kin
lay it down ter Jerry Scott ther way he did oughter be able
ter straighten things up :for yer. Why, Jerry is mortally
afraid of that boy. I reckon he has a right ter be, 'cause
i:f he tried ter do any sht>c,tip' when Young Wild West was
layin' it down to him he would sartinly have got his medicine."
"He knows that all right," the other miner said.
"I am satisfied that Harpy tHk his horse there himself
now," Galvin observed, as they walked rapidly in the direction of the camp o:f our friends. "It was a job put up on
me so they could get hold o:f my claim. I have noticed :for
some little time that Jerry Scott has been nosing around
watching me a geed deal. He is satisfied there is plenty of
gold dust there and he wants it. Well, I suppose there is
30ing to be a big time before I get possession again. But
that's all right. I have got two things to do now. One is
to prove my innocence in the horse stealing business, and
the other is to get possession of my claim. We'll go and tell
Young Wild West all about it and see what he says."
The three were not long in reaching the camp.
Wild and his companions weTe taking it easy, :for the
a:fternHn was pretty well gone, and the supper that the
cHk was preparing would seon be ready.
When they saw Galvin and his companions approaching
·h urriedly they all knew right away that something was
wrong.
Wild quickly sprang to his :feet and walked out to meet
them.
"Hello, boys!" he said, in his ceel and easy way. "Something appears to be wrong. What is it?"
"My claim has been jumped by the :four gal11ts that
wanted to hang me :for something I never did," Galvin answered, quickly.
"What!" exclaimed the boy, in astonishment. "They've
jumped your claim, eh?"
"Yes, that's what they've done," spoke up Foster, with
'a nod o:f his head. "They knowed that Bill's claim was
---tirerbest payin' one in ther whole camp, an' now they've
gone an' tHk possession o:f it. They even put up a notice :for him to come an' take away his shanty inside o:f
twenty-four hours, tH."
"Well, this is what a call great!" our hero exclaimed,
shaking his head. "I think I can see through the whole
thing now. •ne o:f them teek the horse there himself. He
wanted to make it appear that you were going to sneak
away. If they could have hanged you :for stealing the
horse it would have been all right, :for then I suppose they
could have taken possession of the claim without opposition.
But, Mr. Galvin, you needn',t worry. We will help you get
your claim back, and don't you :forget it."
"I knew you would, Young Wild West," the miner answered, hopefully. "You have already been a mighty big
friend to me, and I'm going to see to it that you get well
paid :for it before you go away :from here. I ·have been a
pretty lucky miner, I have, and I'm not mean when it
comes to paying anything I owe. I consider I owe you a
big amount, and you'll get it if I can get my claim back.
I have got more than five thousand dollars worth o:f gold
buried under my shanty at this minute. I suppose I can
get that away i:f I go there inside o:f twenty-four hours, ac-

cording to what the notice says, and what Jerry Scott told
us."
"Well, you leave it just where it is. I reckon you will
have your claim before twenty-four hours is up."
"The worst part of it is," and Galvin's face assumed a
serious liik, "I ain't :filed my claim papers yet. It happens
that I wasn't here when the agent came around the last
time, so I ain't got anything to show that I own the claim,
any more than it's staked out. It wouldn't be right for me
to ask the boys here to help me."
"Well, you have asked me to help you, haven't you?"
"Yes, I have, and you have said you would, tt1.~-"
"Well, you can bet on it that we'll have your claim :for
you inside o:f twenty-four hours. Now don't you worry a
bit. I will show you how we'll capture the claim."
"If yer want any help you kin get plenty of it, 'cause
there's lots of miners here who would fight for Bill Galvin,"
declared Dan Foster. "Jerry Scott an' them three galHts
he's got with him ain't no gHd, anyhow. If it kin be
proved that they put up a job .to hang Bill, so they could
git his claim, I reckon they'll be ther ones ter git hanged
instead."
"An' they won't be long gittin' it, either," the other
miner chipped in.
It was at that moment that a loud report sounded :from
the airection of ,the shanty tavern.
Young Wild West and bis companions knew right ffway
who had caused it.
Hop had gone there, and so well were they acquainted
with his ways o:f doing things that it was easy to imagine
tha.t he had exploded a cracker, :for he always had some
home-made. :fireworks in his possession.
"That heathen is havin' some :fun over there, I reckon,"
observed the scout, as the three miners looked dismayed
when they saw smoke pouring from the dHr of the tavern
bar-rHm. "Don't think ther buildin' is wrecked or anything like that. Hop Wah done that."
"So one of your Chinamen done that, eh?" Dan Foster
asked, a grin showing on his face. "What do yer s'pose
he done it foi. ?"
"Jest to have some :fun, most likely," and turning to
Wild, the scout added: "S'pose we go over there an' see
what's goin' on, anyhow?"
"A g,ed idea, Charlie. Come on, gentlemen."
The miners were quite willing to go with them, so leaving Jim in charge o:f the camp, our hero led the way toward
the tavern.
As they neared it they heard loud and excited voices, but
no one came out.
When Wild finally entered the building he saw Jerry
Scott standing at one end of the rt'im, hls hands up, while
two cowboys were covering him with their guns.
Hop was standing calmly at the bar, puffing away at a
big black cigar, and near him was the third cowboy.
"Hello, Misler Wild," ,thE:i Celestial called out, blandly.
"You lillee too late to see um fun. Um big galeitt allee
sa:i;nee wantee sht•tee me, but me comee in fl.om um back
way and allee samee chuckee big fireclacker at him. Um
:firecla,ckeir go lbang, and he :fallee down velly muchee
scared, so be. Jelly Scott no gMdee. He gittee up pletty
quickee and len he wantee shHtee me. But um cowboys
allee samee ,tlue blue. Ley likee pHr Chinee, and ley allee
samee makee him holdee up him" lia:nds. Lotkee, Misl&'
Wild! Jelly Scott velly muchee bad man, so be."
"I see," and the young deadshot gave a nod of approval.
"Put away your guns, boys. I reckon that scO'llndrel is
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quite harmless. I.r he dares to touch a hand to his gun I J The bullet hit the heel of the left bttl, and with a yell
of fright the villainous miner startecl 1.o run.
will let a streak of claylight through him."
·
Crack!
'11 he cowboys nodded and dropped their revolvers into
Wild :fired again just to keep him going, and clipped a
•
the holsters.
Then Scott slowly lowered his hands and sat down in a piece from the other b••t-heel.
"Hip hi l Httlay !" shouted Hop Wah, and then he
chair.
He was tH much frightened to walk out just then, for no rnshed outside and hurled something after the fleeing
claim jumper.
doubt he was afraid of being shot at it if he did so.
It was another cracker, and it exploded in the air about
Hop quickly told how the villain had threatened to sht>tt
tiix feet behind him.
h im when he first saw him, ancl what had followed.
Bang!
The boy could not help laughing, for he knew how clever
As the report rang out Scott stumbled over a stone and
the Chinaman was at doing such things.
It appeared that the cracker he hurled at Scott exploded fell flat upon the ground.
Then the three cowboys, followed by Cheyenne Charlie,
just about the time it hit him, and when be went to the
fl er no doubt the claim jumper thought he had been ran outside and began shuting all around the villain.
Yelling with terror, he Rcramb1ed to his feet and made a
killed.
It totk some little time for him to find out that he was spurt to get away.
Probably he never ran faster in his life, and with the
not hurt, and then be undertMk 1.o get a shot at the ChinaderisiYe shouts and peals of laughter ringing in his ears,
man.
But the cowboys would not stand for anything like this, he made a bee-line for the claim he had jumped but a
short time before.
so he was quickly cowed.
Almost out of breath, he finally joined his three com"Well, JerI·y Scott," said Wild, as he turned to the rascally miner, "I hear tha,t you have taken possession of Bill panions, who had been watching him as he approached.
"What happened ter yer, Jerry?" Harpy asked, his face
Galvin's claim."
"Well, I reckon I've got as much right to it as anyone rather pale. "Young Wild West got af.ter yer, I s'pose."
"Yes, you've hit ther nail right on ther head, Harpy,"
else," was the rather slow reply.
and so saying, the leader of the claim jumpers dropped
"You think so, eh?"
"Yes, he ain't got no title ter Claim No. 19, has he?" upon a rock to regain his Lreath.
It was two or three minutes before he was able to tell
"Well, that may be true, but I think the government will
bear him out if it comes to the point. You went to the what Jiad happened, and when he had done so his companclairn while he was away and tHk possession. If that sod ions were plainly very uneasy.
"Ile says he's goin' ter capture ther claim, boys," the
of thing was allowed it would be quite easy to take any
claim you tHk a notion to. A man certainly can't be on leader said, after a pause. "IIe told me I'd better vacate,
his property all the time. He must go away at various but I'll never do that as long as I'm able to lift a gun. lt's
times if fot· nothing else but to obtain supplies a,t the store. ther best payin' claim in Reel flat, as Fve said afore, nn'
as yon all know putty well. We\rc got it now, an', we would
I think you had better vacate the claim right away."
"'l'hat claim belongs to me and three others," .Terry re- be fetls ter give it up."
"I'll stick to yer," declared the one called J oc, nodding
torterl, doggedly. "Wc all believe that we've got a right
ter it, since possession is nine points of ther law. We're his head doggeLlly.
"An' so will I," declared Jasper.
goin' ter stay there unless someone drives us away."
"We'l1 all stick, of coLuf:c," llinpy added. "But I think
"Well, someone will drive you away quick enough if yon
don't get killed before you get away. Now you can do as we had better git to work an' ga lhcr together what gold
you like about this, but I will tell you right to your face dust we kin an' git it in bags, so it will be easy ter git away
that I am going to capture that claim. I am going Lo take with. It may be that we might have ter light out in a
the law in my own hands in this case, and if you want to hurry, yer know."
ne
"Well, you three fellers start right in an' sift ou_
put up a fight you have a perfect right to do so. Now
then, you get out of here. I don't own this tavern, but I of ther dirt that Ga1vin dug up this mornin'. I'll f'ee
am going to run things here for a few minutes, anyhow. about gittin' some supper ready. It won't be long afore ifs
When I count three if you are not outside I am going to time to eat."
As they had brought picks and shovels, as well as pans
s11oot the heels off your bHts."
The young c1eadshot c&~lly drew a revolYer ancl waved it to wash the dirt in wilh them, there was nothing to prevent
back and forth, the muzzle pointed in the direction of the the villains from striking right in.
They had not been at work more than ten minutes when
villain.
Scott, who was in the act of kindling a fire to fry some
Scott lost no time in getting upon his feet.
He moved rather slowly toward the d111r, keeping his bacon and boil a pot of coffee, saw a lean-lteking mustang
come trotting l1p, a boy with rather ragged apparel upon
eyes fixed on the boy meanwhile.
But he showed no signs of putting up a fight, ancl when its back.
It was plain that the hoy had been suffering great hard'the _cowboys saw how frightened he lttked they laughed
ships, for his face was pale and thin, and he appeared to be
derisively.
almost half starved .
"tue !" said the young deadshot.
'' Excuse me, sir," he said, mildly, "but will you give me
,Terry faak two or three more steps.
something to eat? I have not had a square meal in three
"Two P'
clays. I got lo&t in the mountains here. and it was only
The villain hurried a little now.
,Just as he was within three feet of the open rlur Wilcl about an hour ago that I found a trail. My water gave out
this morning, so if you will give me a drink firRt I will he
called out, loudly :
very thankful to you. I am willing to work if I can get
"Three!"
ScoLL made a leap and cleared the threshold, but his feet anything to do."
"All right, kid," Scott answered, quickly, for it struck
scarcely touched the ground when Wild .fired.
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him right away that the boy's ,services might be very valu- won't bother with ,t he claim jumpers just now. It will
able to them, since they wanted to gather together what seen be supper time, and after we have eaten we will talk
dust they could in a hurry. "We'll give yer what yer want the matter over and see what is to be done. I'd like to have
ter eat an' drink, an' a job, too. Git off that nag an' come you go to the camp with us and remain for a while."
right here."
"I'll accept the invitation, Young Wild West," the miner
A lflfk of joy shone in the boy's eyes as he dismounted. retQrted quickly. "I don't s'pose it will be very safe for me
He was quite weak, and he eagerly drank the water the to go gack to my shanty to c•sk supper just now."
leader of the claim jumpers brought to him.
"But you have got ther right to go an' git what you
"Now then, sit down, kid," said Scott. "Jest as sttttn want from ther shanty, accordin' to what ther notice
as I kin git somethin' c•eked for yer you're goin' ter have reads," _spoke up one of the two who had been with him
all yer want ter eat, though I've heard say it ain't well to when they were met by Scott."
overload your stomach, especially when you ain't eat noth"That's all right/' our hero said, smiling at the speal-er.
in' in quite some time. What's your name, kid?"
"But it won't be necessary for you to go over there jw~t
"Harry Galvin," was the reply. "I am ltt8king for my now. We will leave the claim jumpers to themselves for
uncle, William Galvin, who is supposed to be located some- a while."
where in this part of the country. Do you happen to know
"Bill, you're welcome to git supper here, an' it won't cost
him?"
you a cent," the owner of the tavern declared, nodding to
"Well, there was a man here named Bill Galvin, but he's the miner. "You ain't never been an awful gHd customer
left," lied the villain, shaking his head. "But that's all of mine, but I don't think none ther less of you for it. I'm
right. Maybe you'll be able to find him in a day or two. satisfied that you never stole ther horse, an' you're jest as
But jest you stay right here with us. We'll give yer work welcome to your supper here, an' your lodgin', too, for that
for two or ,three days, an' then we'll help yer find your matter, as any man could be."
uncle-maybe."
·
"Well, I think I'll accept Young Wild . West's invita"Thank you, Mr.--"
tion," Galvin answered, with a smile. "I don't know as I
"Scott's my name, Jerry Scott, an' I'm what yer call could do any better, since he has done a whole lot for me,
ther leader of this here camp, which is R~d Flat."
and I'm sure ~ill do a whole lot more. He's going to help
"Red Flat, that's it!" exclaimed the boy, his eyes bright- me prove my mnocence, and at the same time get possesening. "That's where I heard my uncle was working. How sion of my claim. It's te• bad that such a thing has hapwas he when you saw him last?'r
pened, £or I certainly never threw a straw in any man's
"Fine," and Jerry smiled in a peculiar sort of way. "He way since I've been here. I've always tried to mind my
got in a little trouble about stealin' a horse I heard an' own business and work hard. If I happened to strike a
it's generally s'posed that he's left ther ca.mp."
'
pretty goed claim I can't see why anyone else should be
"My u:qcle in trouble £or.stealing a horse!" echoed the 1jealous of me and want to take it, from me. Jerry Scott
boy, in surprise.
and two or three more around here have always seemed to
"It sorter seems that way, kid. But never mind. That regard me in a spiteful sort of way, but I've never paid
ain't got not~in' ter do with you. You're goin' ter git a~y at~ention to them, and stuc_k strictly to my own affairs.
plenty to eat m a very few minutes."
Smee it has gone as far as tlris, I suppose I efill have to
• ~he leader of the claim jumpers had already placed a fight for what belongs to me. ~ut with Young Wild_ West
uyrng-pan over the fire, and he now placed some strips of to lead me on, I am not worrymg a great deal. I will get
bacon into it.
my claim back, and I will prove that I am no horse thief,
He was not long in frying the bacon, and then he got tpa."
some very stale bread that must have been in the camp for
"And all before to-morrow :Jlfltm, too," spoke up our
a .~
while, and told the boy to go ahead and eat.
hero. "We don't purpose to remain here very long, but
,.__,_ -The invitation was accepted, and setn Harry Galvin felt before we go away we are going to have this business setmuch better.
tle.d up to the satisfaction of everyone concerned."
He drank plenty of water, and when a cup of coffee was
"Well, it might not be satisfactory to ther claim jumpfinally given,him, he declared that he had sufficient for the ers," said one of the miners with a chuckle."
present.
"I£ they put up a fight they won't have to be satisfied,
All this time Scott'.s companions had been busy at work, 'cause they_will _be de~d w~en ther thing: is sett~ed," Cheyand they were not aware that Scott had a visitor to enter- enne Charhe chipped m, with a broad grrn on his £ace.
tain.
Wild treated those who were in the place and then left
It was not until their supper was ready that they found it it, followed by Cheyenne Charlie and Galvin.
out, and when Jerry explained to them .t hat the boy was
"It's pretty near time for supper, Hop," he said, as he
a nephew of Bill Galvin and that he had come there half went out. "I reckon you had better come along."
starved and wanted work, they were not a little surprised.
"Me comee pletty s~en, so be, Misler Wild," was the
But they agreed with their leader when he said that retort. "Me no stay velly long."
there was plenty of work right on Claim No. 15 for the
"Well, all right; see that you do come. You know
boy.
Wing won't wait for you."
"Lat allee light. Me comee velly mucliee quickee," declared the clever Ohinee.
The three went on back to the claim, and when they bad
CHAPTER V.
taken their departure, Hop turned to the tw@ miners and
the cowboys and said :
THE TWO STRANGERS.
"Nowlen, evelybody havee lillee dlink, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
"Well, Mr. Galvin," said Wilcl, as they watched Jerry
"I reckon you're a putty funny heathen, anyhow," one
Scott running as though for his life, "I reckon we of the cowboys declared, as he I,lkcd at the pieces of waste
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Much to his surprise an empty whisky flask lay there.
paper that had been scattered over the r0am when the big
cracker exploded. That was an awful firecracker you set , The cracker had vanished.
"Well, I'll be blamed!" he exclaimed, leeking around
off, wasn't it?"
1
"Lat velly gotdee fireclacker. Me workee in um fac- in astonishment. "That's what I call real magic, boys."
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," remarked Hop,
toly in China, and me makee plenty fireclackers and firein his bland style.
works. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Say, how did you do that, anyhow?" asked Dan Foster,
"Have yer got any more with yer ?" one of the others
who seemed to regiird the sleight-of-hand performance in a
asked.
"Me gottee two or thlee," and Hop produced an oblong more serious light than any 0£ the rest did. "I've seen
object that was rather clumsily made and bound with thin sich things done at ther shows over in Phcenix, an' I never
could git it in my head how a feller could do 'em. I may
cords to make it compact.
He teek the cigar from his mouth and acted as though he be a thick-head, but I sorter think if I was ter see that
done again, I'd catch on."
was going to light the £use.
"Allee light. Me showee you velly muchee quick. Now
"Hold on!" called out Bill Hodge, the proprietor, "don't
'
set that off in here, will yer, Hop? I was jest thinkin' of len, you watchee."
Hop picked up the empty fl.ask, and slipped it under his
sweepin' up."
"Allee light, me no settee off, len," and the Celestial coat.
Then he produced the cracker ·and told the miner to
walked to the bar and placed the cracker where everyone
make a mark on it, so he might be sure to recognize it
might get a gGod look at it.
It certainly looked as though it would make a very loud when he saw it again.
This Foster did by means 0£ the stub 0£ a pencil that
report, £or it was rather large around.
After everyone had taken a geed 1,ek at it Hop again was furnished him by the proprietor 0£ the tavern.
"You sure you know um fireclackslr when y'ou see some
told the boss to put out the drinks.
This was done, and when all hands had partaken of the more, so be?" Hop asked.
"Yes, I reckon I'll know that cracker, all right."
treat he promptly paid the bill.
"Allee light; now evelybody watchee."
"Now len," said he, "me showee you velly nicee lillee
Hop placed the cracker on the bar and then produced
tlick."
Drawing a small powder flask from one 0£ his pocket , his handkerchief again.
This he toek out to show that it contained nothing, talkhe proceeded to sprinkle a tiny train along the bar, right to
ing rapidly all the time he was doing it.
where the firecracker lay.
Suddenly he let the handkerchief drop over the cracker,
Having done this, he tipped the cracker over so the £use
and after placing it just as he wanted it, he stepped back
lay right in the train.
Then he coolly placed his big silk handkerchief over the and rubbed his hands together.
"Now len, when me countee thlee you pickee up um
cracker, and after adjusting it to his full satisfaction,
handkelcbief and you findee um fireclacker allee samee
stepped back and gave a nod.
"Evelybody watcbee," he said. "Me settee um powder gone, so be. Um bottle will be lere."
"All right, go ahead an' count," and Foster gave a nod as
afire with um match, and len you see somethling funny."
"Don't set that thing off on my bar," spoke up Hodge, though he was certain there could be nothing done that he
anxiously. "You'll fill iher place full 0£ smoke an' make was not aware 0£ this time.
" ne I" said Hop, at the same time taking a backward
a whole lot of dirt."
"Lat allee light, me no makee some dirt, so be. Me velly step.
"Two I" and then he t ok a step forward again.
smartee Chinee."
"Thlee !" and he clapped his hands together sharply.
Hodge must have thought it was useless to say anything
Foster promptly stepped forward and lifted t h e ~
more, so when the Chinaman puffed away at his cigar until
he got a geod coal on the end and then reached over to kerchief from the bar.
"Well, I'll be jiggered!" he exclaimed, as he saw the :firetouch it to the powder train, he hastened to get out of the
cracker had disappeared, and the whisky fl.ask was there
way, as did the rest of the spectators.
The Chinaman no s&oner ignited the powde~when there instead.
"Did yer see how it was done, Dan?" Hodge asked, with
was a sizzling noise, while a fl.ash ran straight 1'> the handa grin.
kerchief and underneath it.
"No, I didn't, an' I was watchin' all ther time, t,o. I'm
But that ended it. The cracker did not explode.
"Me makee lillee smoke, so be, but lat no hurtee," de- sartin ther heathen didn't take ther firecracker away."
"Where um fireclacker?" Hop asked, innocently, as he
clared tbe clever Chinee, rubbing his hands and smiling
h>oked at him.
blandly.
"I reckon you'll have to answer that question," was the
"It's mighty funny that ther cracker didn't go off," observed.one 0£ the cowboys, shaking his head. "I reckon we reply.
"Maybe you gottee in you pockee, so be."
had better wait, 'cause maybe it ain't done yet."
"Maybe I ain't," was the retort.
"Lat allee light. Um fireclacker no go bang! Me fixee
"You lookee."
lat. Me gottee um fireclacker in my pockee, so be."
The miner was in his shirt sleeves, and after feeling all
To prove that he had Hop drew it from under his coat
the pockets at his sides, he placed his hand behind him and
and showed it to them.
"Well, it looks jest like ther one yer put on ther bar, but touched his hip pocket.
I reckon it ain't, though," said the proprietor. "It's one · Then as a puzzled expression crune over his £ace he drew
forth a :firecracker.
that's jest like it, that's what it is."
"Well, here she is, sure enough," he declared. "I
"No," and Hop shflck his head. "Lis um samee one."
"Blamed if I ain't goin' ter see," and stepping forward thought I had a plug 0£ tobacker an' a red handkerchief in
in a cautious manner, Hodge lifted tti.e handkerchief from that pocket, but here's ther blamed firecracker. Yes, it's
ther same one, 'cause there's ther mark I put on it."
the bar.
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Then he turned to the proprietor and added:
. Hop t.ek the handkerchief from him and carelessly
"Do you like this kind of business in your shanty, boss?"
threw it upon the bar.
"t!t, this heathen is all right," Hodge answered, quick"You havee um plug tobackee and um handkelchief?" he
ly. "He's ther smartest heathen that ever struck Red Flat.
said, questioningly.
Yer mustn't mind him for laughin'."
"Yes, I sartinly did a few minutes ago."
"Me velly goedee Chinee," spoke up Hop, meekly. "Me
"Where ley gone?"
"I reckon you'll ha·ve to answer that question, ti&, Mi. velly solly me makee you mad."
"Well, all right, then. I'll lt>~k over it this time. But
Heathen. I'll give in. I thought I could ketch yer doin'
ther trick, but I couldn't. I'll ask you now where my to- I don't want no heathen Chinee ter laugh just 'cause I do.
I'LD- a mighty bad man when I git started, an' I don't care
backer an' my big red bandana is."
The clever Chinee lttlked over the floor as though he was whether I'm in a strange place or not. I'd just as leave
shG~t as I would eat, an' it makes no difference whether I
searching for the articles mentioned.
But not :finding them there he looked at the puzzled sh~~t at. ther Chinee or anyone else."
This was said with a glare at the rest, telling plainly
miner and shook his head in an innocent sort of way.
"Here um handkelchief," he said, suddenly, and step- that the speaker was not averse .to starting a row.
"Well, I reckon there ain't no need of any sh11~tin' to be
,
ping to the bar he picked it up and shook it out.
done here," one of the cowboys declared. "Just keep your
There lay the man's bandana and his plub of tobacco.
Of course this was very puzzling and amusing to the few gun right where it is, stranger, an' make yourself at home."
"Do you belong around here?" the other man asked,
spectators.
But his sleight-of-hand enabled him to deceive them sharply.
"No, but I come here about once or twice a month," was
readily, and then;i was really nothing much to the trick,
the reply. "I'm putty well acquainted here."
after all.
"Yer are, eh?"
While they were commenting on it two horsemen rode
up and dismounted before the dear of the tavern.
"Yes, that's right. Don't yer believe it?"
"Strangers, I reckon," remarked the landlord, as he
"Hold on, Jack," the other man said, nodding to his
l!itked through the window. "Well, there's nothing like
havin' strangers come here. What we want is to build up companion. "What's ther use of startin' any trouble. I
Red Flat as quick as possible. I kin accommodate them as was a little hasty in speakin' the way I did to ther Chinee.
fast as they come, 'cause I take pride in runnin' a straight Suppose we have a game of poker."
Hop's eyes sparkled when he heard this.
place."
He would rather get in a poker game than go to his
The strangers quickly entered and strode to the bar.
One of them ordered something to drink, and after he supper at the camp, for he had an irresistible fondness for
had paid for it and the glasses had been emptied, he tMk gambling.
"Me play dlaw pokee, so be," he said, quickly.
a look about the room.
"You play, eh?" was the sneering retort. "Have you
"Quite a hotel you have got here, boys," he observed,
with a grin. "I suppose you have got sleeping accommoda- got any money?"
"Me gottee plenty money."
tions ?"
"Well, you'll have ter show the color of it afore I'd play
"Yes, I reckon I have."
"Well, me and my pard might as well stop here for sup- with you, heathen."
"Me showee you pletty quickee, so be," and Hop promptper and lodgin' and breakfast. How much are yer goin' ter
ly drew forth a buckskin bag and dumped several gold and
charge us?"
"I reckon fiv.e dollars apiece will about settle ther bill," silver coins upon the bar.
Not satisfied with this, he produced a big wallet and t~,
answered Bill Hodge.
"All,,_ right; here's your money," and a ten-dollar gold from it ·a wad of bills, some of which were fifties.
"How lat stlike you?" he asked, blandly. "Me allee
·...,....- piece was laid on the bar.
"Have yer got a book to register our names in?" asked samee gottee um _thousand dollee."
"Well, you have sartinly got ther money, all right," and
the man's companion, with a grin.
"Nope; we ain't come to that yet," and the proprietor the stranger lt•ked surprised. "So yer want to play draw
polier, do yer, heathen?"
grinned also.
"Me likee play pokee velly muchee."
"Well, it's all right, anyhow. We've come here to try our
"Well, I like to play it, te<l. Come on. We'll have a
luck at gold mining. It ain't the first time we hit the trail
for a mining camp, and 1 don't s'pose it will be the last. few hands afore ther supper is ready."
Hop was right in his element now, and he quickly gathWe've done a lot of prospecting in our time, but the funniest part of it is that we ain't never got rich yet. Ha, ha, ered up his handkerchief and caused it to disappear under
his coat, where he had several :mysterious pockets.
ha!"
As the two men walked back to a table Hodge leaned
"He, he, he!" giggled Hop, who could not help trying
I over so his mouth was close to the Chinaman's ear, and
to attract the attention of the two strangers.
"What's that, heathen?" the man demanded, looking at whispered :
"You had better le~ out for them two galeo.ts. I've got
him angrily. "Did you say anything?"
"Me no say somethli:dg," Hop declared, shaking his an idea that they're card sharps."
"Lat allee light," was the smiling reply. "We likee play
head.
dlaw pokee with card sharps. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"But what was you laughing at?"
"Give us a new pack of cards, boss," one of the men
"Mc no laughee."
'l'he cowboys and the miners ch;uckled at this, for it was called out. "Maybe someone else wants to join in this
.
game."
surely amusing to them.
"1 don't mind takin' a hand," one of the cowboys said,
"Well, yer laughed, just the same," the stranger declarccl, angrily. "I want yer to understand that I clon'l <Juickly.
"Me, tt"," spoke up Dan Foster, the miner.
like no heathen to laugh at me."
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"Lat. allee light.. W~ pl~y um fivee handee gamee, so
·be," chirped Hop, m his childish way.
"Well, I've got plenty of cards," and Hodge was not long
in producing a new pack. "I s'pose yer know ther rules of
ther house."
"What are they?" one of the strangers asked.
"A dollar out of every pot that's won goes to ther hou11e,"
was the reply. "You kin buy your -own drinks an' cigars
whenever you want ter at ther regular price."
"Well, that ain't so bad. I see you're not in business for
your health. Let it go at that."
"I'd better sell yer ther chips, an' then I'll be sure about
gittin' what's comin' to me," insisted Hodge.
1
'There ain't no use in botherin' with chips, a8 I kin
see," the other stranger spoke up. 'fl reckon you'll git all
that belongs to yer, boss. We'll play for real money. Ther
Chinaman has got lots of it, an' I reckon we ain't far behind him. We had a little luck at ther last camp we
worked at."
Hop now te)Qk his seat at the table and proceeded to 1, k
oycr the new pack of cards.
-

I

..

Iu~ar, he kept his eye u~on the dealer, and when. he ~aw

him shoot a glance at his partner, he made up his mmd
that there was going to be some cheating•done right at the
first hand.
The partner was at the right of the dealer, so it was he
who cut the cards.
"Lat velly goodee," thought Hop. ' 1Lat man allee samee
velly smartee. Evely timee he deal he givee um other Melican man velly goodee hand. Me undelstand. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
The hands were quickly dealt, and the five picked up the
cards a.nd looked at them.
The cowboy who sat upon the left of the dealer had put
up an ante of a dollar, and Hop, who came next, chipped in
his dollar to draw cards.
Dan Foster found himself the possessor of three tens,
so of course he came in.
"Well," said the man who had cut the cards, "I suppose
I may as well go in, though I haven't got a pair."
"We'll all go in, then," the dealer said, with a smile.
"How many cards do you want, my friend?"
"Three," said the cowboy.
They were quickly given him.
Hop did not have a pair, but he called for one card.
CHAPTER VI.
·The dealer looked at him sharply as he gave it to him,
but there was nothing to be read from the expression of the
AN INTERRUPTEP PQKER (!AME.
Oelestial's face.
Foster got another ten, so he held four of a kind, which
Hcip shuffled the cards rapidly, for he decided not to was a hand well worth betting some money on.
appear as an innOt!ent this time.
The card Hop drew did not better his hand a bit, but he
"Pretty slick, I reckon," observed one of the strangers, meant to stay in the game for a while, just the same.
nodding to his partner.
The cowboy failed to connect, as the saying goes, so he
"Yes, it seems that he acts as though he has handled a shook his head and threw down his hand.
deck before," was the reply. "But I think he had better
"It's your bet, heathen," said the dealer.
remove the joker. We don't want fifty-three cards to play
"Allee light, me bettee ten dollee, so be," and the money
with."
was quickly pushed to the center of the table.
"Lat light," the clever Chinee answered, as though he
"I'll make it ten better," said Foster, quickly.
had not th.ought of it before. "Allee light. Me velly
"And I'll raise it another ten," came from the dealer's
soonee takee um joker fl.om um pack."
partner.
·
Then he arose from his chair and tossed the pack up
"Well, just to keep things going nicely, I'll ra.ise it :fifty
against the ceiling.
more," came from the dealer, while he smiled at the rest
The cards came down, falling upon the table and floor, of the players.
but one of them remained stu~k to the ceiling.
Hop did not care whether he lost or not.
It was the joker.
What he wanted to do was t0 make the two c a r u ~
When those in the bar-room saw this they were, of course think he was a reckless player, so he met the last raise and
amazed.
made it ten dollars better.
The two strangers looked at each 0ther and shrugged
The miner was not an expert poker player, but probably
their shoulders.
it was a good thing that he was not.
But they all assisted in picking up the cards, and soon
Instead of raising on the strength of his :four tens he
they were sitting around the table again.
called the bet. .
·
'l'he joker remained right where it was, as though it had
'' So you are going to call, are you ?'1 the dealer asked,
been placed there to stay.
with a smile. "Well, I'm satisfied."
"That's quite a clever trick, heathen/' ooserved one of
"So am I," his partner spoke up, as he put in the amount
the card sharps, for no doubt they both were such. "But that was required of him.
I happen to know just about how you did that."
"What have 1ou got?" the dealer asked.
"Velly easy tlick, so be," came the retort, with a bland
"Four tens,' was the reply.
smile.
"That beats me. I've only got two pair."
"Yes, I know it is. All you needed was a little wax on
','Lat beatee me, too, so be," and Hop carelessly laid
the back of the card, and when it hit the ceilin' it stuck down his cards so everyone could see what they were.
there."
"Well, it don't beat me," said the other, with a smile.
"Lat light; you velly smartee Melican man, so be."
"I happen ter hold four queens."
"I've an idea that you're a very smart Chinee~ t00. But 1 "Thunder!" exclaimed Foster, paling slightly. "I
that's all right. Let's cut for deal."
I "I thought four tens was a mighty good hand. But it genThe cards having been shuffled thoroughly for the second erally happens that way. When a feller gits what he thinks
time, Hop placed them in the center of the table.
is a good hand somebody has a better one. But it's all
The cut was made, and it happened that the taller of the right. It's your deal, Jack," nodding to the cowboy.
two strangers won the deal.
It happened that Jack, as they called him, prided h;..nThough Hop appeared to be looking at nothing in partic- self on being quite an expert with a pack of cards.
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It was quite easy for him to get hold of the remaining
Of course, like the majority of those who played draw
poker in that part of the country, he knew a few tricks in ace, and when he dealt the hands around it was one of the
five cards he had given himself.
the way of cheating.
The ante was only a dollar this time, since the miner
He gathered the cards together and shufiled them carelessly, though it was plain to llop that he was putting cer- had evidently made up his mind to go a little slow .
.After looking his ,hand over carefully Hop discarded one
tain cards together.
The tall stranger must have noticed this, too, for there card.
"Me tHkee one," he said, and he took the card that was
was a curious smile on his face when the deck was placed
on the top of the pack.
before him to cut.
He cut it in the middle, however, which ~ust suited the
Then he quietly slipped the three aces from his sleeve
dealer, and then the cards were passed around.
and put three of the cards upon the table when no one was
"Hold on," said the tall stranger, suddenly, looking at looking.
Hop. "My heathen friend, you have forgotten to put up
His hand consisted of the four aces and the ten of diathe ante."
monds.
"Lat light. Well, me puttee up fivee dollee, so be. It
A& they were not playing straights or straight flushes,
allee light; me no lookee at my cards."
four aces was the best possible hand to hold.
"Yes, it's all right, of course."
'rhe Chinaman knew quite well who would be his strongIt proved that the cowboy was not so very clever at deal- est opponent this time, for he had seen him drop some
ing, after all, for by good luck the clever Chinee found cards into his lap.
himself the possessor of three aces.
Foster bet a dollar, and then the sharp next to him raised
That was what Hop wanted. If he once got hold of the it ten.
aces he meant to keep them, and use them whenever he felt
His partner studied his hand a moment and went twenty
inclined to.
better.
But he did not intend to use them this time.
The cowboy had drawn three jacks, so he could not resist
Ile waited until all had filled and thrown down the cards
temptation to meet the bets and raise it ten.
the
they did not want.
Ilop shot a quick glance at him, which was to warn him
"Ilow many do yer want, Hop?" the cowboy asked.
had better drop out.
"Me takee thlee," was the quick reply, and then he that he
understood, but said nothing nor gave a sign.
Jack
that
rest
the
upon
want
not
did
he
cards
three
dropped the
um bundled dollec ,better, so be," said Hop,
makee
"Me
lay upon the table.
out the money and placed it on the
counted
quickly
he
as
But right before the eyes of all hands he picked them
.
pile
. up quickly and flipped them up his broad sleeve.
"I'm out," declared Foster, shaking bis head and tipping
Hop was now playing with eight cards, but no one was
back his chair.
the wiser.
"You're gittin' a little reckless, my heathen friend,"
The two cards he had held were the queen and ten of
the shorter man of the two sharps. "I imagine
observed
had
he
that
diamonds, and much to his surprise he found
that you're bluffin', so I'll just make it a hundred better."
drawn three more diamonds, making it a Hush.
"Well, I think my hand is worth raising another hunNot counting upon the cowboy to be much of a player, it
struck him that his hand was worth raising some money dred," the other said, as he coolly put up the money.
The cowboy shook his head and threw down his cards.
on.
"My hand ain't worth it," he declared, with a grin. "G o
He had lost considerable money at the first hand, and it
ahead and fight it out, the three of you."
made no difference to him if he lost again.
Hop lost no time in raising it another hundred.
But if there was a chance to win, of course he wanted
The two men who were playing against him looked at
to do it.
"Me bettee fifty dollee, so be," he said, quickly, as he him curiously.
But the shorter one made the raise and made it ten betpushr<l the money forward.
~
•
·'That's too much for me. I'm out," Dan Foster ex- ter, which told that he was weakening.
His companion looked at him sharply, and then raised it
claimed) as he threw down his cards.
another ten.
"Me, too," said the shorter of the two card sharps.
Holding his cards tightly together, Hop smiled blandly
"Well," said the tall man, looking at Hop keenly, "I
at them and said :
J:liink I'll see what he has got. There's the fifty ."
"Me makee um bundled dollee better, so be. Me allee
· "So will I," Jack spoke up, promptly. "Now then, Hop,
samee likee Melican sport. 1'
Jhow your hand."
The money was put up, and then the two sharps acted as
"Me gottee um diamond flush," said the Chinaman, as
though they were getting decidedly uneasy.
he laid down his cards, face up.
The tall man even whispered something to his compan"That beats my three deuces all hollow," declared the
ion, but Hop sai.d not a word.
tall card sharp, with a smile.
After a little hesitation tl1e bet was met and raised ten.
"Yes, an' it beats my three jacks, too," and the cowboy
The tall fellow made it ten better, and then Hop lifted it
shook his head sadly.
"Um fiushee velly goodee hand, so be," declared Hop, as another hundred.
There was getting to be quite a pile of money on the tahe scooped in the money. "Nowlen, me dealee."
As he reached for the cards the Chinaman saw the ble now, and those standing about remained as Rtill as
shorter of the two card sharps drop three or four cards in mice.
All were waiting to see what the outcome would be.
his l~p.
"I'll call you, heathen," the shorter man said, making
He was the only one who saw the move, unless it possibly
no attempt to put up the money.
was the man's partner.
"Allee\_ light," was the reply. "You puttee up your
But for reasons of his own he said nothing, but went on
money or you no see my hand."
shuffling tlie cards.
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"Oh, all right; don't think I didn't mean to put up ther
money."
The other man put up what was required of him, and
then both looked at the Chinaman steadily.
"Me gottee four lillee aces," chirped the Chinaman, as
he laid down his cards and swept the money toward him.
"Vclly goodee hand, so be."
"Hold on!" cried the tall man, sternly, as he whipped
out a revolver and pointed it at the Chinaman. "How
can you hold four aces when I've got one in my hand?"
"One, two, thlee, four," said Hop, placing his finger
upon each of the cards as he counted.
"And here's one that makes five."
Sure enough, the sharp produced the ace of spades.
"Lat allee light," said the Chinaman, blandly, as he
quickly graibbed the card anc1 turned it over. "But lat ace
no belong to um pack. Evelybody see lat."
The card was a new one, but there was quite a difference
on the back of it from the rest of the pack.
The gambler had made a big effort to deprive the Chinaman of the booty, but had failed.
"You're a cheat, heathen," he declared, as he pushed the
revolver closer to the Chinaman's breast. "You let go that
·
money."
There was a deep silence, for not a man in the room but
realized that the Chinaman's life was in peril.
None of them had ever seen the hro strangers before,
but the manner of the man who held the revolver at the
Chinaman's breast betokened that he was desperate and
one of the sort who will not hesitate to shoot.
Slowly the Chinaman lifted his hands from the money.
"Me no cheatee," he declared.
"You didn't, eh? How can there be five aces in the
pack?"
"What's the trouble here?"
The words came from the doorway, and in stepped
Young Wild West, followed closely by Cheyenne Charlie.
The two strangers turned quickly, and when they saw the
boy walking toward the table they arose to their feet.
"What did you say, kid?" the sharp who was holding the
revolver asked.
"I simply asked what the trouble was," was the cool re.
ply.
"Well, I don't know as that's any of your business."
"Misler Wild," said Hop, quickly, his face lighting up
with joy, "um Melican man allee samee cheatee. He putee
um ace in um pack whattee no belong lere. He wantee
take um money."
·"And you can bet that I'll take it, too," fl.ashed the man,
as he again turned his revolver upon the Chinaman.
"You drop that gun or I'll drop you!" came from our
hero, in a commanding voice, while his eyes fl.ashed dangerously.
How he managed to do it no one seemed to quite understand, but the boy was holding a gun pointed straight at
the gambler's heart.
Slowly the surprised rascal drew back his hand and
:finally dropped his gun back into the holster.
"All right, young fellow," he said, forcing a smile.
"You have the drop on me, and I'm not fool enough to
stand here and get shot. But I want to tell you that you
have no right to interfere with this game. That Chinaman cheated, and I know it."
"Well, I have not the least doubt that he did, since he
has been in my employ for quite some time, and I know his
ways pretty well. But if you didn't catch him cheating,
and he has caught you trying to, what are you going to do
about it?"

"I did catch him. How can there be five aces in a pack;
of cards?"
"Let's see ther cards," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, pushing his way to the table.
He picked up Hop's hand, which still lay on the table,
and looked at the backs o.f the cards.
Then he took the other ace and laid it beside them.
"There you are, Wild," he said, with a smile, as he
turned to the young deadshot. "I reckon anybody what's
half blind could see that one of them cards don't belong
to ther pack."
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "Who, held th.is
card?" and he picked it up.
"He did," spoke up Jack, the_cowiboy, nodding to the
'
gambler.
"Well, it seems to me it is quite plain that he was cheating instead of the Chinaman., then. But see here. To settle the thing in about the only way it can be settled, in my
way of thinking, I will make the Chinaman give back his
winnings. Now then, Hop, just count out the money."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply.
Hop was very good at :figuring, and he knew exactly how
much he had lost at the first hand, and what he had won
in the two hands since.
He took care to keep just what he had started in with,
and pushed the rest back upon th~ table.
The two gamblers seemed slightly relieved, though it was
evident that they were not altogether satisfied with the
way things hacl turned out.
Both the miner and the cowboy received their share of
the pile, less the amount the owner of the tavern was entitled to for giving them the privilege of playing there.
"Now then, Hop," said Wild, in his cool and easy way,
"I reckon you had better go over to the camp and get your
supper."
"Allee light, }.Iisler Wild," and with a smile that was
"child-like and bland," the clever heathen started for the
door.
He went direct to the camp, but Wild and Charlie, who
had eaten supper, and had merely walked to the tavern to
see what was going on, decided to remain a wl1ile.
"Kid," said the man who had been called to account by
the boy, "who are you, any,how ?"
"My name is Young Wild West."
"Ah ! You are the champion of champions in the line
of shooting, then ?"
"I don't make that claim, my friend. But whci"i:ll't
you?"
"My name is Jaffey, and I am not a man to be trifled
with, either. This is my friend, Mr. Dolliver. He is a.bout
the same caliber as I am. You got the drop on me a litt,l,,
while ago and forced me to lose a pile of money that r'
longed to me by rights. I suppose you know that in a gaL.
of draw poker any one who produces an ace when a
opponent is holding four of them proves conclusively that
there has ,been cheating done."
"I wasn't in the game, so I didn't see any of the cheating
going on, but I saw the one you held, and since it wasn't
one that belonged to the pack, you must be the cheat."
The boy spoke so coolly that the gambler looked at him in
surprise.
"Did anyone see me steal that card?" he asked.
"That's more than I can tell. I just said I wasn't here.
But the fact that you had a card in your possession that
did not belong to the pack is conclusive evidence that you
were trying to cheat."
"Did you ever play draw poker, Young Wild West?"
"Not much, but I understand the game pretty well. I
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been prepared for them. These farms are in the "irrigated
districts of southern Alberta, a part of a tract of a million acres
recently opened up, writes Philip R. Kellar in Harper's Weekly. The farms are from eighty to one hundred acres in size.
When the colonists arrived each farm was already fenced,
had a dwelling house, a stable, a well, and was stocked with
agricultural implements. In addition to this, fifty acres had
been broken and planted with the crops which agricultural
experts had already learned would be the most profitable.
When the crop matures the colonist will have more than
enough money from its proceeds: to make the first of ten annual payments for the farm. He does not have to pay anything until the crop matures. There are some restrictions,
however. The applicant must have $2,000 capital-that is to
obtain only successful farmers. He must be married, have a
family, and bring his family with him. For the present he
must be a British subject. Settlers are going into western
Canada so fast that the Department of the Interior has found
it necessary to erect tents for shelter at v';i.rious places.

SOME GOOD ARTICLES.
Henry Marr, a farmer who lives near Bartholomew county,
Indiana, is the personal center of the population of the United
States, according to the last federal census.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.

Doctor-That's ' a bad razor cut in your head, Rastus. Why
The leading wrestlers of Japan are well-informed men, about don't you profit by this lesson and keep out of bad company?
six feet in height, and averaging two hundred and twenty-five Rastus-Ah would, doctah, but Ah ain't got no mone;y ter git
pounds in weight. With most of them wrestling is an occupa- er divorce.
tion which has been handed down from father to son for many
generations.
Mrs. Filanthrop-If you are a sufferer from nervous prus·
as you say you are, why don't you do something for
tration,
P::irAn heroic way of testing a carpet to see if it is a true
Knutt-I do, ma'am; I'm takin' wot they call the
Tuffold
it?
charred-hot
of
piece
A
Persia.
in
vogue
in
is
sian product
t oure.
reS
If
spot.
singed
round
a
leaves
which
it,
upon
coal is dropped
the carpet is of the first quality the singed wool can be brushed
Teacher-Who was it that supported the world on his shouloff with the hand without leaving a trace of the burn discerniders? Bright Pupil-It was Atlas, ma'am. Teacher-And who
ble.
supported Atlas? Bright Pupil-The books don't say, *ut
I guess his wife supported him.
In the Norwegian army there is a corps of infantry which
can cover a tlistance of eighty miles in a day's march. This
"It has pained me to punish you, Paul. Remember that
extraordinary record, which equals the performances of the
wickedness of the son makes the gray hair of the parent."
the
best-trained cavalry in Europe, is only possible because every
What a bad boy you must have been! Look at
"Boo-hoo!
man in the corps is a highly trained skater and when in
over there-boo-hoo!"
granddad
poor
marching trim is provided with a specially constructed pair
of skates. The corps can be manreuvred with extraordinary
Agent-I have a most valuable work to sell, madam; it tells
rapidity. The heels of the skates are so shaped as to enable
how to do anything. Lady (sarcastically)-D oes it tell
you
the men to spin round as if on a pivot at the word of comto get rid of a pestering agent? Agent (promptly)how
you
mand. As a matter of fact, they can perform "right about
buy something of him.
madam;
yes.
Oh,
face" far more quickly than any crack regiment of infantry.
_ The evolutions of the corps are naturally confined to the great
Mr. Green-Now I'm going to tell you something, Ethel.
, fiords which indent the coast of Norway and during the long
you know that last night, at your party, your sister
Do
scout
and
patrol
For
over.
solidly
frozen
are
season
j' winter
to marry me? I hope you'll forgive me for taking
promised
, duty these soldier skaters will be of the greatest service should
Little Ethel-Forgive you, Mr. Green! Of coune
away?
her
pick
the
are
corps
the
of
men
The
Norway ever go to war.
that's what the party was for!
Why,
will.
I
of a skating nation, and their commander was once the champion skater of his country.
Tibbs-Yes, sir, it is mighty hard to collect money just now;
know it. Gibbs-Indeed? Have you tried to collect and
I
With the arrival of the "ready-made farmers" upon their
Tibbs-Oh, no. Gibbs-How, then, do you know that
failed?
ready-made farms in southern Alberta, Canada, a new method
to collect? Tibbs-Because several people have
hard
is
it
of colonizing de luxe seems to have beeJ initiated. No more
of me.
collect
to
tried
hardships, no more uncertainties, no more wondering what
the
from
farmers
these
of
crop to plant! Two installments
Millie-Jack said he would go through fire and water for
British Isles have taken possession of the farms, and are
last summer. Mollie-Well, don't you believe him? "Be·
me
watching their 1910 crops grow. They are pioneer farmers
him? Why, only yesterday he wrote and said he couldn't
lieve
pleasant
a
after
frontier,
the
reached
they
When
in Alberta.
ocean trip to Montreal and a journey westward on sleeping keep an engagement with me because it rained and some one
cars, they stepped off the sleepers upon the ·f arms that had had taken his umbrella! "
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HUNTED_DOWN
By Horace Appleton

terror of the neighborhood. He used to live up in the hills, or
mountains, and hide among the bogs, for there was no one
in the countryside knew their way 'bout them places like he
did--"
"I bet that Dan here knows the mountains and bogs in this
part as well! " cried Mike.
"Well, at last, a man was murdered, and the constables and
officers came to the conclusion that it was Pierce Sullivan
who had done the crime. Then it came out that Pierce had
been the head of the Whiteboys; in fact, he was the worst
man as iver drew breath."
"Sur'n another such a frind niver trod this earth," said Mike
with an oath.
"Well," continued the squint-eyen. man with an awful leer
at Mike, "one of his pals turned King's evidence, and informed
against him, 11.Jld Pierce was arrestep; but wid the divil's luck,
which always attended the scoundrel, he was not found guilty
of the murder, but only of the manslaughter and of treason.
Both enough to hang any other man, but not so Pierce. He
got off wld transportation for life."
"It was a cruel shame!" said Mike, dashing his fist down
on the table; "he should have been hanged."

"It)! the whisky, Dan, that will be the ruin av you, and cause
all your throuble," cried Widow Finnigan to her son a tall
handsome fellow of about one or two-and-twenty, dres~ed in ;
somewhat slovenly style, who was leaning against the doorpost of their little cabin trying to cool his feverish forehead
by the cool morning air.
"Hold your whist, mother, and be aisy, now do," said Dan.
"Sure an' it's the want av the whisky this blessed mornin' that
is the cause of my throuble. Sure an' if I had a noggin of
whisky here now, it's meself that could just drink it."
"Fait_h! and well you may wish for it, seeing how much you
drank last night."
"Be aisy now, mother; .-sure I only took a dhrop wid Mike
Danncey and two of his friendSI from Dublin, or Cork-I don't
quite remember which."
"Such idle fellows as you mix with would swear any one's
character away for a glass of whisky."
"But not my own mother's," replied the young fellow, as he
"Well, when Pierce heard sentence, he catches an inkstand
threw his arms round the widow's neck and kissed her· "at
least not when I'm by, without they want a taste of the ~tick. up and flings it at the informer's head, cutting his temple open.
But I'll just take a walk down to the shebeen and have a 'Take that!' he cries, as he sees the ink spurt out over the
fellow's face and mingle with his blood for the inkstand cut
talk."
Meanwhile, Dan had paid his visit to the shebeen or publlc him-'take that! and if it marks you, I promise, if I ever come
house, had there done a few odd jobs, and then, taking his gun, back, I will wash the mark out with your blood, for you have
,h ad gone out shooting; but sport being bad, he had returned sworn my liberty away by perjury.' "
before dusk to the little inn, where he found Mike Danncey
"And what did the man do?" demanded Dan.
a black-looking fellow of about fifty, and his two friends fro~
"Just cowed down and looked as 1f he would die wid fright.
Cork-all dressed as well-to-do farmers-drinking at a table.
Well, that same Pierce Sullivan has escaped, and is back in
"You're welcome; very welcome," said Mike, as he tilled Ireland. Naturally the gentleman, for his own sake as well
Dan a measure .of whiSlky. "My friends have just been speak-I ~s. that of his country, would have him rec~~tured. If you will
ing about you. Arrah! but that was a good song ye sung last Jom us you shall have fifty golden guineas.
night. May be you'll let us hear it again."
"Fifty golden guineas! Faith! and that's a good price for
pan, who was very proud of his voice, was nothing loath, one vagabo nd ·"
and sang the song required.
"Will you join us, or aro you afraid?"
"And it is a swate voice you have, Mr. Finnigan," said one
"'Afraid! not I. When do you start? I'll go with you."
of the men who squinted in the most horrible manner; "but 1
"Good! we start directly. The man, we know, is hidden
wonder such an illegant chap as you should be wasting your in the cave in Drum Dhu."
time in this place, going afther such game ·as rabbits"-here
"Sure and I could go there blindfolded," said Dan.
he pointed to Dan's game bag. "For a young fellow of your
"So could we, up the broad road; but we are told there is
talent and strength I call it mean-no offense, you know," he a narrow and dangerous path running up the mountain side,
added, quickly, as he saw Dan's face flush up and his eyes only known to a few, and they will not venture on it after
sparkle; "but I think you mentioned yesterday that you had dark. Now, If we go up one way, he will escape the o t ~
a widowed mother, who Is not too rich. Now, I could put a We want you, as you know. every step of the ground, to go up
bold fellow, who can tight and knows the country well, up to the steep path, and, if he attempts to escape, shoot him down
a way to make double and treble in a day or two that you with this pistol"-here he handed a weapon to Dan who took
would make in a couple of years."
it and placed it in his breast coat pocket. "Do you under(.r
"The divil you could?" said Dan; "if it's the fighting you stand?"
want, I am the boy for you."
"I do," said Dan, who appeared to have become su1
"No one better," said Mike; "Dan's the boy for a bit of play sober.
wid the stick."
"And you will swear to stick faithfully to us?"
"That's thrue, I'm sure; lean over towards me thin. But
"As faithfully as an honest man should," replied Dan,
first let us have some more whisky; we can't talk wid dry let us be off, that we may have the advantage of the ID(\
tongues."
before she sets."
The whisky was brought and drunk so rapidly that Dan
The advice was too good to be lost, and at once they se\
scarcely at first could understand what the man said to him.
off to the mountain, at the foot of which they parted, the three
"Arrah, my bochal!" said the fellow as he removed the men going up the broad beaten path, whilst Dan commenced
whisky measure from Dan's elbow, "we'll just lave that alone scrambling up a narrow way roughly cut out In the very face
for a bit. You must know that some fifteen years and more of the precipice.
ago-- perhaps it may be eighteen-there lived at a town in KilSilently and swiftly did Dan work his way up, not even
kenny a fellow of the name of Sullivan. Ah! he was the broth pausing to take breath.
of a boy for all dare-devil work. When he was a lad there
At last he reached the narrow ledge before the cave, but
was not a henroost safe from him; when a man, no man <7r ha<l scarcely gained a safe footing thereon, when a man sprang
woman dare trust him. Well, Pierce Sull!v:i.n. became the out of the cave, and seizing Dan's coat collar with one hand,
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presented a pistol at his head with the other as he thundered
forth:
"Cursed, base dogs, do you think you can creep on Pierce
Sullivan and bind him in his sleep? I have watched you
prowling about the mountains day after day, I have had you
under cover of my pistol, and have yet spared you."
"By Jupiter! but that same has been very considerate of
you," said Dan coolly as he thrust the pistol up into the air,
"but I am not the person you think. I have no sympathy wid
you, but I am not the one to sell a man's blood. It's the selfsame blood-money that would choke Dan Finnigan."
"Dan Finnigan!" cried the man, quickly, as he drew Dan to
him. "Let me see y,:iµr face."
The man starteq as one just waking from a qream, and
then said, evidently with great emotion:
"And yoµ have come )lere to save me-not to betray me?''
"Betray you! I'd sooner have my hand cut off than do it,
although I know of all your awful crimes-and may heaven
have mercyeon you."
"Crimes! and call you believe me guilty? J f:iwear to you,
boy, that I was as gqiltless of the crimes laid to my charge
as you are. Nay, do not tµrn away; one day I will prove it.
I was falsely cnarged-J:n-1t your l)lother, where is your mother?"
The man clutched bis pistol and ground hii, teeth with rage
and turned as if he woujq h1we rushed down the nath to grapple with his foes.
"So you see," cqp.tinued Dan, "that as you never saw my
mother, and therefore cannot care for her--"
"Never seen her! cannot care for her," cried the man, clutching Dan's arJil fiercely, and gazing into his face-" I tell you I
loved her passionately-SHE IS MY WIFE, BOY, I AM YQU&
FATHER."

What it was in the tones of the man Dan never knew, but
he believed him at once.
"Great .heavens!" he cried, "can this be true? Oh, father!
father! is this the mystery that has overshadowed my birth?
But hark! I hear the bloodhounds on the trail. Quick, quick;
we have not a moment to lose; follow me, and we will defeat
them yet. There is a third path fr;m the cave which they do
not know. Come!" Swinging himself down by the branches
of a small tree, Dan dropped into what seemed merely a deep
hole, but it led to a cave, and from thence through a kind of
tunnel until they reached a little mountain stream along the
bed of :Which they made their way until they reached the
i,;:itne.

"Stay here," whispered Dan to his father, and then entered
his mother',a little cal)in.
"Ah, Dan!" cried the old lady, as she started up and embraced her son, "I have •b een praying all the evening that you
would come home, I have much to tell you-things which,
perhaps, I ought to have told you befor&-they might have
served as a warning ti> you."
"Hush, mother!" said Dall, calmly, "I think I know what
you mean. My father! "
"Oh, my boy-my boy-my poor boy," moaned the old
woman.
"Tell me, mother-was he innocent?"
"As heaven shall be my judge, he was," said the wife, passionately. "It wa,a all the doing of one Michael Doran, a blackfaced sinister wretch, and his partner, the informer, Teddy
Hagin, who squinted."
"Stay, mother!" cried Dan, "may h~aven be praised, I have
been to-night saved from a great crime. Bear up, mother,
my fa~her ·lives."
"Lives!"
"He is here!" cried Pierce Sullivan, as he dashed open the
door and rushed into the room, folding his wife to his heart.
Who can tell the joy of the man at once more holding his
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wife to his heart. He told them how in Australia he hi.td made
a small fortune and had been anxious that his wife and son
should join him. He had written to them, but the poor widow
had wandered away in her shame, and had changed her name,
so that her son might not meet with the disgrace which hls
father's sentence, unjust as she knew it would be, would naturally entail upon him.
They were deep in the discussion over their future when
there was a slight tapping at the door, and to the question
who was there, came a whining answer:
"Good Christians, look wid an eye iv marcy on a poor creature that has not had a bite or sup pass his lips for the last
day and night. Och! it's my poor limbs are frozen and meself that will die unless you will give him a shelter and a
small bit of food."
Don opened the door, and an old man bent double with age
tottered into the room, but he had scarcely reached the fire,
when wheeling round, he threw off his disguise, standing erect
and displaying the cruel features of Mike Danncey.
Producing two pistols, he presented ono at the head of Dan
and the other at that of Pierce Sullivan, as he called out:
"Yield, Pierce Sullivan, you are my prisoner. I arrest you
for having escaped from transportation and returning to your
native country. That is a capital offense-I think I have you
this time, and that there is no escape."
"Coward!" cried Pierce Sullivan, "you, who bore false witness against me, and ruined my life, my happiness, for gold.
I told you at the trial, Michael Doran, for that is your true
name, that I would mark you, and I have done so." As he
spoke he pointed at a blue mark upon the fellow's temple.
"Yes!" laughed back Michael Doran, "you did; and I told
you that I would mark you. I have done so. I will have you
dragged from here to the prison, from thence to the hulks, and
from thence back to convict labor. If I could have had my
own way, it should have been your son's own hand that should
have delivered you over to justice; but you always had the
divil's luck; when you won your wife from me, you were
thought lucky, but you made an enemy, who has hunted you
through life. Now, will you yield?"
With a sudden bound Pierce had sprung upon his 'foe and
grappled the pistol, and a fle~e struggle ensued.
The next instant there was a fearful explosion, and Pierce
Sullivan and Mike staggered back from each other, their faces
blackened and their heads bleeding.
They gazed wildly around and then fell with a fearful crash
upon the ground.
The Reverend Father O'Keefe at this moment entered the
cabin, and although greatly shocked at the terrible tragedy
which had taken place therein, at once set about the duties
of his holy office.
Michael Doran confessed all his crimes-by his own desirebefore all the people, and as some reparation, gave back all his
ill-got gains as some return for the property he had had given
him out of Pierce Sullivan's estate, upon the latter's conviction
on the false testimony Mike had borne against him.
There, in low tones, Sullivan made his confession, and side
by silte, the villain and his victim, took the last sacrament;
and almost at the same moment their spirits fled to that high
court where justice is always tempered with mercy.
But Hogan and his companion had found matters getting a
little too warm for them, and had slipped away-where, no
one could tell; but we may be sure, two such dastardly wretches
never came to good end.
Pierce Sullivan's character was cleared, but there was still
the stigma of "convict" on the name; therefore, his wife ever
retained her maiden name, and was always known as the-Widow Finnigan.
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(Continued from page 16)

am not a gambler, and I never expect to be, so that is why
I seldom take a hand at cards."
"But you have a way of meddling with the affairs of
others, haven't you?"
"See here," said the young deadshot, sternly, "if you are
not satisfied with ihe way things have been going the last
few minutes just say so."
"Well, I am not satisfied. Now then, you just step
outside and see how fast you can shoot. I reckon you'll
find that I can shoot pretty well, too."

CHAPTER VII.
WILD COWS THE GAMBLERS.

There was a peculiar smile on the face of Young Wild
West as the gambler issued the challenge to go outside and
fight it out with guns.
"Mr. Jaffey," said he, "are you prepared to die?"
"Never mind about that. You will find I have got as
much grit as any man living. You heard what I said.
Now then, what are you going to do, back down, or go
outside?"
"Well, if you want to die, I will go outside with you. I
clon't mean to brag, ibut I will tell you plainly that if I
step out there with you I will shi,qt you dead in less than
two seconds. I know I can do that, so that is why I don't
want to go out. I don't want to have your bltod on my
hands."
" h !'' and a smile came over the face of the gambler,
which was very pale. "Just now you are a.fraicl to go out
in the dark. Probably you can't sh8st so well as you could
in here."
"Well, I will tell you what I will do, then. Since you
insist on going outsi<le to fight it out, I will go with you.
I will try hard not to kill you, or even hurt you, and you
can clo your best to clown me. I know you will...do that, for
I have seen just about enough of you to understand your
character to perfection. Come on."
"That's ther way to talk, Wil<l !"· exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie, jubilantly. "Ther ga leet is anxious ter be planted,
so go out an' accommodate him. If ther other one isl kin'
for anything in ther way of shootin', I'll accommodate him
in a jiffy."
"The four of us will go out together," spoke up the
short man, quickly. "Don't think there's anything of the
coward in me, stranger."
"Come on, then ."
"Hold on, Charlie!" said Wild, ~•lly. "Let Mr. Jaffey
come out with me first. Wiien we get through then you
can have it out with the other man."
" h, that will suit me," said Dolliver, affecting great
coolness, though it was quite plain that he was in anything
but an eflsy frame of mind.
Wild now teek Jaffey by the arm and half dragged him
to the door.
"Come right on, my friend. I will do my best not to
hurt you, but if it happens that a bullet from my revolver
goes an inch or two the wrong way, and you get your medicine, 'it will be all your own fault."
It was quite dark outside now, the only light that would
help them any coming from the swinging oil lamp that was
in front of tl1e tavern.
This hacl been lighted by Bill Hodge's hostler, while the
poker game was in progress.

It had got dark a little earlier than usual, since it grew
cloudy toward the end of the aftern&en, and as sQ<cn as the
sun set the shadows deepened rapidly.
"I reckon it's light eno~gh for us to see what we are
doing," said Wild, lGtkingi J affey in the face and smiling
in a taunting way. "Now then, you just walk over to that
tree over there and I will step back to the one on the right.
r if you don't want to do that you can shij1tt right now."
"See here," said the man, suddenly, as he made a move
to step back into the tavern, "I will admit that -I have
been bluffing, Young Wild West. I am afraid of you, and
that's all there is to it. We will call it off."
"Just as you say. But I assure you that if you will
come out and open fire on me I will try and not wound
you dangerously. I pride myself on being a mighty ge,,cl
shot, and I certainly will do my level best on this occasion."
"No, I don't want you to sheiot at me," and Jaffey pulled
himself away from the boy and re-entered the tavern.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, uproariously.
"I knbwed ther gal~ot would squeal, Wild. He was ouly
bluffin'. Now then, you measly little coyote, you come out
an' have it out with me. If yer don't I'm goin' to wipe
up ther fltior with yer."
The last was addressed to Dolliver, whose face was now
as white as a sheet.
·
"If J affey ain't goin' ter fight, I ain't," he declared,
shaking his hand.
"Well, if yer don't want ter fight with gun, you have
got ter fight with your fists, then. You hear what I say!"
and the scout, now thoroughly worked up to a fighting
pitch, leaped toward him and caught him by the shirt collar.
·
"Don't hit me, don't hit me," called out Dolliver, wildly, ~
as he tried to pull himself away. "I won't fight you in
any way."
Whack !
Charlie gave him a slap on the side of the face that sent
him staggering half across the r0tm.
" Take that, you sneakin' sawed-off g11lG>ot," he shouted.
"Whoopee, wh~ pee! Wow, wow! I'm all wool an' a yard
wide, an' I kin lick a prairie schooner full of sich galoots
as you. Wow, wow! Yip, yip, yip!"
Then the cowboys took up the cry, and the rafters o ~~-tavern fairly shoak.
" Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, smiling at the
crowd that had assembled there in the last few minutes, "I
reckon bluffing don't work very well with me. I was well
satisfied that this fellow did not mean to go out and sh ot
it out with me. But it would have made no difference to
me if he had done so. I have taken my chances in that sort
of game so manY. times that I suppose I feel almost invincible. But as I s id a little while ago, I don't want to brag
about what I can do. Now then, I invite all of you to step
up and have something. I don't drink anything strong myself, but it is none of my business what the rest of you
take. Landlord, set them up."
"That's ther puttiest way I ever seen anything settled in
my life,". declared Bill Hodge, the tavern-keeper. "Young
Wild West, you're one boy out of a thousand, an' no mistake."
Not a man refused the invitation extended to him by
the dashing young deadshot, and when their wants had
been satisfied Hodge felt so gHd over it that he st11ed
treat.
"I reckon ther house kin afford this," he said, with a
grin. " When I feel gflod over anything I'm always in thcr
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humor to treat. Help yourselves, boys. Yours is ther best
cigar I handle, Young Wild West."
Wild tetk the cigar smilingly, and then l~tking at Jaffey and Dolliver, he nodded and said:
"I hope you will have no ill feelings toward me for what
I have done here to-night, gentleman. I can understand
pretty well that you are a couple of card sharps who travel
about the country lti•king for victims. Maybe you are
worse than that. But if you are and feel that you must
have revenge for the way you have been treated, why go
ahead with your game."
"We are not that kind of men, my dear boy,'' answered
Dolliver, meekly. "Don't think that we'll ever try to harm
you or any of your friends. I'll admit right here that I
was doing a lot of cheating in the poker game, and it was
me who give Jaffey ther ace of spades what didn't belong
to ther pack. There ! I feel better now since I've owned
up to it."
aThat's all right, pard," exclaimed Jaffey. "I suppose
..,. it's best to make a clean breast of it. Now then, Young
Wild West, I hope you will let it drop."
"All right, I am willing to do that, but let me tell you
that if you get into a poker game with our clever Chinee
again you will have to take the consequences. I am well
satisfied that he is sharper than you are with the cards."
"Well, I won't play with him any more."
Wild and Charlie remained for nearly an hour at the
tavern, and while they were there they got acquainted with
nearly every miner belonging to Red Flat.
Dan Foster tHk pains to introduce them to each man
as he came forward, and when the last one had been shaken
hands with, Wild was pretty well satisfied that they were
about as fine a lot of men as he had ever met at a mining
, camp.
"Charlie," said he, as they turned to go back to the
camp, "I am satisfied that there are only about four really
bad men in Red Flat. They are Jerry Scott and his partners, of course. As far as the two card sharps are concerned, they don't amount to a great deal. While I don't
consider that they are really honest, I am pretty sure that
they won't show any animosity toward us. Now then, we
will wait a while and then we will take a little scout
around. I want to spy upon the claim jumpers before I
turnjn. to-night."
-"lrt""G ed !" exclaimed the scout. "I s'pose I'll go with yer,
won't I, Wild?"
"Yes, you can go with me, for I suppose Jim will be satisfied to remain at the camp. He bas Bill Galvin with him
to keep him company, and no doubt there is plenty to talk
about."
When they reached the camp they learned that Hop had
told of the poker game and what followed it, so there was
no chance for them to surprise anyone.
"This Chinaman of yours is a regular wonder, ain't he?"
said Galvin, smiling as he lHked at Hop.
"Well, something like that, I reckon," our hero answered. "But the trouble is that Hop goes a little too fat.
I have done my best to make him give up the gambling
habit, but it's no use. If it was not that be had so many
g6fld qualities about him I wouldn't have tolerated him as
long as we have. But as it now stands, Rop has the option
to remain with us as long as he sees fit."
"Me nevee go away from you, Misler Wild," declared
the Chinaman, earnestly. "Me likee you and me like
evclybody here, so be. Me velly glad to be called Young
Wilrl West's Clever Chinee."
There was no doubt that Hop meant every word he said,
for he remained sober for q-q.ite a little time after that, as
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though he was afraid that Wild might at some time discharge him.
But when Galvin asked him to show bow he had stolen
the four aces from the pack, he brightened up and brought
forth a pack of cards.
He performed many amusing .tricks after he had shown
the miner how he managed to cheat so easily, and the result
_
was that th'e time passed quickly.
It was about ten o'clock when our hero called Charlie to
follow him, and after telling those at the camp that they
would not be gone more than half an hour, the two set out.
"Now then, Charlie," said the young deadshot, "I reckon
we have got to go a little cautiously, for the claim jumpers
are apt to keep a strict wll.tch. We will go on around and
approach from the other side. , I hardly think they have
taken possession of the shanty, for after putting up the
sign and giving Galvin notice that he could take it away inside of twenty-four hours, they would hardly interfere
with it."
"Don't yer think they might hunt around an' find ther
gold dust he's got hid there, Wild?" the scout asked.
"Well, if they do that we'll have it back again to-morrow.
But maybe they will be willing to let what's in the shanty
remain there and depend upon the dust that's to be taken
from the dirt. But never mind. It's bound to come out all
right, anyhow. V'{e are going to capture that claim before
to-morrow nHn." ·
The two went on around until they were nearly a quarter
of a mile the other side of the claim.
Then they walked cautiously forward in the darkness and
snn neared the place where the claim jumpers had pitched
their camp.
When they were close enough to observe them our hero
gave a nod of satisfaction.
But as he saw there were five sitting about a smoldering
fire he gave a start.
"I reckon they've got another man with them, Charlie,"
he whispered.
"It lHks ter me as though jt's a boy,'' the scout answered, with a shake of his head.
"So it is. I wonder who it can be? I don't remember
of having seen a boy here, outside of Jim and myfelf."
They drew a little nearer, and they could telT that the
fifth one was a boy not more than sixteen or seventeen
years of age.
He was talking and laughing with the men, which showed
plainly that he was well satisfied at being there.
"Charlie," said Wild, in a very low tone of voice, "~
reckon I'll get a little closer and see if I can find out who
that fellow is."
"All right," was the reply. "I'll stay right here. If you
happen ter git discovered you kin bet I'll be on hand."
"Well, I am not going to get discovered, Charlie, so don't
worry about that. Those villains are not keeping any kind
of a watch at all. They seem to be pretty sure that they
are safe, by the way they are acting."
'l'he young deadshot crept forward and was soon h!ding
behind a rock that was not more than :fifteen feet from
the group about the smoL.ering fire.
Just then the boy arose and gathered some wood, which
he piled upon the burning fire.
"Yer ain't cold, are yer ?" Wild heard one of the villains
say.
" h, no," was the quick reply. "I tb.ought you wanted
to make it a little light, that's all. Don't you want me to
put the wf&d on the fire?"
"Go ahead an' amuse yourself. If yon. want light around
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here, why it's all right, I reckon. It might keep our enen:ies from botherin' us."
"Enemies!" and the iboy stopped stock still and lttked
at him curionsly. "Have you enemies, Mr. Scott?"
"Yes, and lots of 'em, too," the leader of the claim
jumpers retorted. "There's quite a few here in Red Flat
what would like to take this claim away from us, 'cause
they know it's a mighty gttd payin' one. We ain't had a
chance ter :file papers with ther government agent yet, so
I s'pose if they could git us all away from here a little
while they would jump their claim."
"Is that so?" and the boy"went on replenishing the :fire.
"There must be a bad lot of men out this way. I have read
a g~11d lot about the West, and when I ran away from home
to come here I expected to meet with all sorts of adventures. I have been in very hard luck since I left the train
at Phcenix. I started up this way with two men who gave
their names as Jeffey and Dolliver. They were gamblers,
they said, and they promised to see to it that I found my
uncle Bi1ly Galvin and got settled all right here. But I
got lost from the two men the day before yesterday, and it
wa~ only gogd luck that I kept on the trail and :finally got
here."
Young Wild West pricked up his ears when he heard
this.
The boy had spoken of his uncle, Bill Galvin. That
surely must be the miner who owned Claim No. 19.
"Well, you are all right now, kid," Jerry Scott said, as
he gave a nod and winked at his partners on the sly. "Jest
go an' git a pail of water at ther brt&k, will yer? I reckon
you're strong enough ter do that."
The boy responded readily, and Wild made a big effort
to try and intercept him so he could get 11,way from the
claim jumpers; but failed to do so, since the brook was not
far enough distance to permit him to show himself without
being seen by the villains.
Satisfied that he had done a gtid thing by creeping up
close to the villains, the young deadshot waited a while
longer, and then not hearing anything that was of any
value to him, he turned and went back and joined the
scout.
"I reckon we may as well go back to the camp, Charlie,"
he said. "I found out who that boy is."
"You found out who he is, Wild?" Charlie asked, jn
surprise.
"Yes, be is the nephew of Bill Galvin."
"Great gimlets! Yer don't mean it, Wild!"
"I certainly do," and then the young deadshot related
what he had heard as the two made their way back to the
ran°p.
f course Galvin was very much surprised when he heard
that he had a nephew so close by.
"I don't s'pose I'd know him if I seen him, because he
was a little shaver when I left the East some years ago,"
be explained. "But he's my brother Henry's son, all right,
and I'm sorry he's fallen in with such a bad lot of scoundrels."
"Well, never mind about that, Bill," Wild observed, with
a smile. "You will meet your nephew to-morrow morning
some time, and you will have your claim back, too."
"I believe every word you say, Young Wild West," the
miner retorted with a satisfied nod of his head.

Bill Galvin was very uneasy as he ate his breakfast.
He kept continually ltoking, in the direction of his
shanty, but when he saw smoke arising from a :fire a short
distance from it he knew pretty well that Jerry Scott and
his partners had not taken possession of it.
As s••n as he had :finished his breakfast Wild nodded to
his partners and the miner and observed:
"I reckon I'll take a walk over that way and get near
enough to see what the scoundrels are up to. Then I can
form an idea of the best way to go ahead and capture the
claim without any blHdshed. I don't want to be compelled
to shtet any of the claim jumpers, and I am going to do
this thing the easiest way possible."
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"All right, Et," was the reply. "I reckon a short morning walk will do you a lot of g,.d. Come on."
The two promptly started out, heading almost strajght in
the direction of Claim No. 19.
It was tH early for the men to be at their work yet, but
smoke was rising from the chimneys of the different shanties, which told that they were ibusy preparing breakfast, no
doubt.
Bill Galvin's mine was probably the best equipped one 0£
the whole lot, since he had put up a derrick of block and
chain to haul the dirt from a hole he had dug in the
ground.
He had expected to find a pocket there, but had failed to
do so, so had given up the task and turned his attention to
the surface.
But the rigging was there, just as he had left it, and as
Wild and Arietta neared the spot they heard a cry of fear,
and reaching the top of a little hill they beheld a rather
startling sight.
Two of the ruffians were in the act of tying the boy
Wild had seen the night before to the derrick pole.
His shirt had been stripped from his back, and when they
saw Jerry Scott standing close by, a heavy whip in his
hand, it was easy for the boy and girl to guess what was
going on.
"Don't let them hit him, Wild," said Arietta, in a whisper, as she grasped her young lover by the arm.
"Keep still, Et," was the reply. "You can bet your
life that scoundrel will never strike the bare back of that
boy. But just keep _cttl.. Con:ie on; we can get ~~ __,.
closer and hear what 1s bemg said."
A few seconds later they h&d crept up behind the pile of
ore or dirt that had been sifted out and left there by Galvin.
"Don't whip me," they heard the boy say, in pleading
tones, "but I can't do what you want me to. I heard your
conversation last night when you thought I was asleep, and
since this claim rightfully belongs to my uncle, I won't
work on it for you."
"Yer won't, eh?" roared Scott, making a threatening
gesture with his wliip. "Doyer hear what he says, boys?
What do yer think of tber young gal~t, anyhow?"
"He's sartinly full of grit, Jerry," Harpy answered, with
a grin. "Give him a gted cut, an' then maybe he'll change
his tune."
"You can whip me, but I will never do a minute's work
for you," the boy answered.
His face was very white, but there was no doubting that
his courage clung to him.
CHAPTER VIII.
"I wen't hit him jest yet, Harpy," Jerry said, as he lowTHE CLAIM IS CAPTURED.
ered his whip. "I'm goin' ter tell him somethin' first. He
Everything. passed off quietly during the night, and our tofd us a little while ago that he had heard what we said
frirnds arose early in the morning, ready to capture the last night, but refused ter say what it was. Now he's jest
alaim.
told us that he heard us talkin' about this bein' his uncle's
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f course we was talkin' about
claim, an' that we t~.-k it.
things when we thought he was asleep, but he wasn't, an' he
knows all about it now. Now then, I'm goin' ter give him
a chance. If he promises ter stay right here with us an'
help us git a g••d quantity of gold dust from this here
claim, we'll let him go when we git ready ter leave. If he
don't make that promise I'm goin' ter thrash him within
an inch of his life."
"I'll never promise you, you villain," cried the boy, with
flashing eyes.
Then he made a struggle to get free from the derrick,
but the villains had seen to it that he was secure, and they
only laughed at his efforts.
"There ain't no use in tryin' to git away, kid," Jerry
said, with an ugly grin. "We've got yer hard an' fast.
You're one of ther honest kind of kids, it seems, an' yer
don't know when you're well off. You'll never git a livin'
in this part of ther country by honest work, an' that's sartin. What's it to you if this claim did belong to your
uncle? There's enough here for everybody as comes here.
He's toak a big pile from it now, an' I reckon he must be
• putty rich. Now then, if you want ter git off without a
gHd whippin' you jest promise that you' ll stay with us
for a few days an' work hard without tryin' to sneak away.
ef course, if you make this promise I'll hold you ter it, an'
if I ketch yer tryin' ter git away I'll sh,,t yer dead. Now
then, are yer goin' ter make ther promise?"
"I can't," wailed the boy, the tears flowihg from his eyes.
"I couldn't be so dishonest as all that. I won't work
against the interests of my uncle. Every ounce of dust I
tHk out of the ground would be robbing him, and that I
will never do.''
Arietta's eyes flashed dangerously, and more than once
her fingers toyed with the butt of her revolver.
But Yoimg Wild West crouched in a listening attitude,
a smile on his face all the while.
Then he intended to send a bullet crashing through his
right arm.
"Give H to him gGIISd and hard, Jerry," advised Harpy,
while the other two villa.ins 1 ke<l. on in silence.
It was quite evident that they were not exactly in favor
of whipping the helpless boy, though they did not mean
to go against their leader.
What Jerry Scott held in his hand was really more of a
club than a whip, and one hard strike from it upon the
~ r e back would mean fierce pain, if not a broken bone
or a laceration in the flesh.
"I'll give you one more chance, kid," Jerry said, as he
stepped forward. "Are yer goin' ter do what we want yer
to or not?"
"I can't," cried the boy.
Young Wild W~st arose to his .feet, while Arietta stepped
noiselessly around to the right.
"Come, speak out--once more," came from the lips of
.
the scoundrel.
"Don't hit me, don't hit me," came the cry of terror.
That was quite enough for both the boy and the girl who
were witnesses of the scene.
Wild came over the ore heap just as the man raised his
club.
"Don't you hit that boy!" cried Arietta in angry tones,
and she started forward.
None of the villains had seen Young Wild West and his
sweetheart, and their sudden appearance caused dismay.
"What does this mean?" cried Scott, moving his club
and starting back a pace.
"It means," said the young deadshot, ct11lly, as he covered him with a revolver, "that if the young lady here had
1

not run around so suddenly I would have put a bullet
through your arm as you were about to strike the boy. You
have saved your arm through her interference. Now then,
hold up your hands, every one of you."
Thrown into a state of fear that they could not help
showing, the four men lifted their hands above their heads.
Arietta paid little or no attention to them, but stepping
forward quickly, drew her hunting knife and cut the rope
that held the boy's hands to the post.
"'l'hank you, thank you!" cried Harry Galvin, tearfully.
"Never mind, my boy," the girl answered. "We didn't
mean to let you be hurt. We were listening for some little
time. It was a fearful terror you were put to, though, and
I couldn't stand it any longer. I had to interfere."
"I am so glad," and the boy fell upon his knees before
her and tttk her hand and kissed it.
"Pick up what belongs to you and come with me," said
Arietta, as she shot a glance at Wild and saw that he had
the villains at his mercy.
It was not much that the boy had, but it happened that
his horse was standing near, saddled and, ready to be ridden
away.
As our friends afterward learned, he had saddled the
horse for the purpose of escaping from the villains, after
hearing their conversation the night before.
But they had caught him just in time, and henee he was
tied to the derrick pole preparatory to being thrashed upon
the bare back.
"This is my horse," he said, as he fattk the bridle, after
picking up his clothing.
"Take him over to the camp, Et," said Wild, never once
taking his eyes from the villains he was covering.
"All right," the girl replied. "But be careful ani! don ·t
let them get away."
h, I don't mean to take them prisoners, Et. I am going to give them a chance to leave Red Flat.''
When they heard this the faces of the villains assumed
a1t easier expression.
q'Jerry Scott," the boy went on, the same smile lingering
about his lips, "I am going to gi~e you a chance to get awn~'
from here alive. You can do as you like about it, but I'll
tell you plainly that you won't hold this claim more tl1an
ha1f an hour if you stay to :fight it out."
"We'll go away right now," the leader of the claim
jumpers answered.
"All dght, then. Just turn around, backs to me, and
when I give the word I want you to start."
They all turned as he directed, and then the boy backed
away until he was on the other side of the heap of cl.irt.
"Now then, start," he called out.
The four walked rapidly away from the spot.
Waiting until they were about a hundred yards away, our
hero turned and hurried after Arietta ;md the boy.
He had no idea that they would leave the claim, so he
wanted to get back to the camp and make preparations for
the capture of the claim.
Arietta and the rescued boy got to the camp a little ahead
of hirri, and when Wild ran up he found Bill Gah-in embracing his nephew, who was crying tears of genuine joy.
"Just to think of it, Uncle Bill," Harry said, as he saw
our hero, "if it hadn't been for this brave boy and the
young lady, I would have suffered an awful beating. Ent
they could have killed me before they could make me steal
a grain of gold dutlt from your property." .
"You're a noble lad, you are," the uncle retorted. "But
I wouldn't have blamed you if you had agreed to do what
they wanted you to. But it's all right the way jt tmrcfl
out. Young Wild West will soon fix them galHts. I was
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watching when I saw you all coming here, and I saw ·em
tnrn and go back to the place they had le.ft. They're there
now, hiding behind the rocks somewhere."
"That's right, Bill," the young deadshot said, with a
smile. "I was quite mre they didn't intend to leave. They
were afraid to say anything, though, and they walked away
to make out they were really going to get away from Red
Flat. They didn't even stop to pick up anything that belonged to them."
"I wish I'd been there," the scout declared, when he
heard the whole story. "I'd have shot the whole bunch of
'em in spite of myself, Wild."
"Well, I'm glad you were not there, then, Charlie," was
the smiling reply. "You know I told you I wanted to settle this business without any bltedshed. While I honestly
believe that the four scoundrels are fit subjects for a hanging, I don't want anything like that to happen. Neither
do I want them to be shot. I am going to have possession
of that claim with the assistance of yourself, Jim and Bill
Galvin."
"Can't I go, tu, Wild?" Arietta spoke up.
"No, not this time. You might get shot before we got a
gsed chance at the scoundrels."
."Well, j-qst as you say. But I'll be there pretty sHn
after you capture the claim, though."
" f course you can all come, then."
"lUe go, t , so be," chipped in Hop Wah, a bland smile
on his yellow visage. "Me wantee see um claim jumpers
lun velly muchee fast.''
"Well, maybe you Cf,n see that from here, Hop," the
young deadshot answered. "You just climb that rock over
there and you will have a pretty g••d view of what takes
place."
Some of the miners could now be seen congregating in
front of the tavern.
·
Wild decided to waste no time, since he knew the claim
jumpers had returned to their camping spot.
"Come on, boys," he said, as he picked up his Winchester. "I reckon we'll settle this business right away. Claim
No. 19 is going to be ours inside of fifteen minutes."
Galvin stepped forward with Charlie and Jim.
He had no rifle, but he possessed a brace of revolvers,
and as they walked rapidly away from the spot he examined
them to make sure that they were ready for business.
They had to pass close to the tavern, and when the
miners who were waiting there saw them corning, Dan
Foster called out :
"Are yer goin' over there to take possession of ther claim,
Young Wild West?"
"That's just what we are going to do," was the reply.
"Do yer need any help?"
"No, I reckon not. You can come over and have a lHk
at what happens, if you like, but let us do the business."
"Jest as you say. Come on, boys, we're goin' ter see
some fun. I happen ter know that Jerry Scott ain't got a
whole lot of sand in him, anyhow. We'll see how he caves
in when he finds he's up against ther biggest proposition
of his life."
In less than two minutes a dozen or more of the miners
were following the four, who were proceeding in the same
direction Wild and Arietta had taken when they reached
the claim and found the peril young Harry Galvin was in.
When they were perhaps fifty yards from the spot where
they knew the claim jumpers were hiding, Wild told his
companions to spread out at a distance of fifty feet apart,
and then creep forward under cover of whatever they could
:find.
.

He waited until he saw that they were doing as he told
them, and then made his way cautiously forward until he
reached the pile of ore and dirt, which was but a few feet
from the camp fire of the villains.
Suddenly a shot was fired fr?m the camp.
Orang!
The echoes had not died out when a rifle report rang
out.
·
Wild heard a cry of pain, and then he knew right away
that Cheyenne Charlie had shot one of the men.
Disregarding the risk, he suddenly sprang to the top
of the pile of dirt and called out:
"Hands up, you scoundrels!"
It happened that Jerry Scott was lying upon the ground,
a bullet through his neck.
The other three were cowering behind the rocks in abject
terror.
There was not the least danger about it, after all, and as
the boy stepped toward them, a revolver in either hand, he
said:
"Well, gentlemen, you failed to take my advice, so. I
reckon you have got to suffer the consequences. Keep your
hands up. Don't let a man dare to lower them. If you
do it will be your last second on earth."
"Don't kill us," whined Harpy, who seemed to be more
frightened than any of them. "Give us a chance for our
lives, Young Wild West. We'll promi e yer ter take what
belongs to us an' light out right away if you'll only give
us ther chance."
1
"You didn't intend
to give me a chance, did you?" the
boy asked, as he flashed a glance at the speaker, and cc<illy
stepped up to him. "Just let me take your hardware from
you."
Harpy submitted quietly enough, for he no doubt found
it was useless to plead with the boy.
Before Wild had :finished disarming the three his companions were on the spot.
Then the miners rushed up, one of them carrying a rope.
with him.
"Lynch 'em," he shouted. "They ain't no geed, anyhow."
"Hold on!" cried our _hero, sternly, as he raised his
hand. "There is going to be no lynching here, and don't
you forget it. I believe I am running this piece of business. I said J was going to capture this claim, and I have
done it. I am going to settle with the villains, t ~
leader is dead."
"You kin bet your life he isl" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "He ttek a shot at me as I was creepin' around
a rock back there. I heard ther hum of ther bullet, but he
was a mighty pHr shot. Then he showed himself right
afore me, an' I couldn't help lettin' him have a bullet. It's
ther best thing what ever happened, Wild."
"Well, maybe it is, Charlie, but I am sorry you shot
him, just the same. I wanted to settle this business without iblec,dshed, and now that can't be done."
Harpy then began pleading again, and the other two
joined in.
It was wonderful to see how the boy had quieted the excited miner with the rope.
He stead stock still, his arms folded, waiting to see what
would happen.
"I'm satisfied with anything yer say, Young Wild West,"
he declared, "Maybe I was a little hasty."
"Bill Galvin, take possession of your claim again," said
Wild, turning to the miner. "I reckon you have got someone to help you work it now, for here is your nephew, all
the way from the East. He says he ran away from home
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lo come out and find you, so you will know what to do with
him."
"I'll send word right back to his father that he's safe and
sound here, an' that as sttn as I've finished workin' this
here claim I'll fetch him back home myself," was the reply.

CHAPTER IX.
ARIET'l.'A AND TIIE GOLD POCKET.

Wild felt thaL he ought to give the claim jumpers a
chance to reform, so after talking a while wiLh Dan Foster
he went over to them and said :
"Do you know what 1 am going to do with you fellows?"
'l'liere was no reply, though Harpy's face turned ashen.
"I am going to let you go."
Their faces lighted up instantly.
'"l'hank yer, thank yer," came from all three.
"Your leader is dead, so I suppose you will be entitled to
go through his clothing. I want you to take the body away
and bury it decently. I am going to give you just thirty
minutes to do this in, and then you must be outside the
limits of Red Flat."
The young deadshot quickly untied their hands.
They stHd as though undecided what to do, but when
he told them to pick up their weapons, they did so.
Heartily glad to get off so easily, the three claim jumpers
qbickly carried away the body of their slain leader.
'l'hen they came back and got what belonged to them,
leaving the claim just about as they had found it, for not
an ounce of gold dust had been taken away with them.
It was not long before the crowd that had gathered dispersed and went back to attend to their work.
Arietta walked around the claim with Wild, and when
she came to the pole the boy had been tied to, she shook
her head and said :
"I will say that Charlie did right in shttting that fiend,
Wild. I never saw such a gloating expression on a man's
I
i
face before. Why, it actually seemed as though it would
I
I
give him the greatest pleasure in the world to hit the boy
I
with the club."
- --''-Welt, it's all right anyhow; Et," the young deadshot
answered. "Charlie gave him his medicine, and though I
didn't want it to be exactly that way, I am well satisfied.
I think the other three will get away as far as possible be£ore night. They will never dare to show themselves in
Red Flat again."
"Well, don't be tH sure oi that, Wild," and the girl
sh11k her head gravely. "I was watching them as they
went away, and I could not help noticing that the one you
called Harpy seemed to hate you fiercely. I saw him lttk
at you two or three times and grit his teeth."
"ls i,hat so? Well, I wish I had seen that. I would
have given him something to remember me by for fair.
Well, just let him show himself here again before we go
away, and yon will see what will happen_to you."
Arietta now turned her atLention to the excavation that
Galvin had started in search of a gold pocket.
It was not very deep, so she leaped lightly into it and
began llitking around.
"What gold there is here seems to be all right on the
I
surface, Wild," she said, as she scraped away a handful
.• of dirt and held it in her hand.
"Ycs, I don't think this camp will last very long, anyway, Et," was the rcply,.as the boy st!lo.d and l!t<Jked down
1
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at her with a smile. "A placer is bound to be played out
quite se0n if a man keeps working hard at it. But it seems
that this is the best claim in the whole district. I suppose
Galvin must be pretty well fixed by this time."
"Wild, just hand me a pick, will you? I am going to
pry this piece of quartz rock out. I have an idea that
something might be back of it."
"You are always having ideas, Et," laughed the boy, as
he hunied to get the pick.
There was one lying but a short distance away, and as
he started to the excavation with it Jim Dart came up with
Anna and ·Eloise.
Charlie was standing by the shanty, talking with Galvin
and his nephew.
"What's up now, Wild?" Jim asked.
" h, Arietta has taker. a notion to do a little mining
this morning," was the reply.
"Where is she?" Anna queried, lHking around, for she
was unable to see the girl in the pit.
"Right over here. Come on and see what luck she has.
She is going to try and pick out a piece of quartz rock."
They all hurried to the edge of the hill, and when Arietta
saw them she laughingly said:
"It appears that Mr. Galvin started to dig here in the)
hope of finding the mother lode, or something like it.
Since he gave it up I am going to have a try, although I
dori't pmpose to work very hard, not more than a few minutes."
"You lo@k well with a pick in your hand, I must say,"
Eloise exclaimed, as the girl t,~k the pick and threw it
over her shoulder.
"Well, just watch me and see if I can't strike a pretty
geod blow."
The girl then brought the pick down hard just above the
projecting piece of rock.
rattling of dirt, for a lot of the ground
There was
caved away from the force of the blow.
Again she struck the place with the pick.
This time a big rock rolled out, followed by a lot of
loosened dirt and small pebbles.
. Arietta dropped her pick and peered into the opening,
for it really was an opening, and quite a deep one, at that.
She thrust her hand inside quickly, and then pulled out
a handful of glittering dirt.
"What do you call this, Wild?" she asked in triumph, as
she held the shining particles up for him to see.
"Great Scott!" the boy exclaimed. "That's a handful
of gold you have got there, Et, as sure as you are alive."
"Well, something told me I was going to strike it,
Wild."
The boy was not long in reaching her side.
He made a quick examination after he had dug away a
little more dirt.
"It's a pocket, all right," he said, nodding to Jim and
the girls standing above. "I reckon Bill Galvin's claim is
worth more than he thought it was. Run over and tell him
to come here, Jim."
"Right you are, Wild," and Dart quickly hastened to
the shanty.
When he told the miner that Wild wanted to see him in
a hurry, both he and Charlie were surprised.
"Is there anything wrong?" Galvin asked, as he ran no
the spot.
"Well, I hardly think there is anything wrong, but Arietta has made a discovery in the excavation that you abandoned."
"What is it?" asked the miner, excitedly.
"Never mind; you will find out. Hurry and get there."
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Galvin seen reached the· spot, and when he saw Wild and
Arietta standing in the hole, each with a double handful
of shining particles of, gold, his eyes fairly bulged from
their sockets.
"Where did you get that?" he asked, as he recovered
from his surprise.
·'Right here, Mr. Galvin," Arietta answered, with a
smile. "Something told me that I was going to find something, so I just dug a piece of quartz rock out and found a
pocket of gold. I rather think you can dig enough from
here to finish the fortune you have been trying to make."
Gal vin quickly leaped down after them.
When he lotked in and saw that two feet from t:he edge
of the hole that had been made in the side of the pit there
"·as apparently a solid mass of ai!.most virgin gold, he was
rel)dered speechless for the space of a few seconds.
He reached in and felt of the gold as though he thought
he might be dreaming, and then he quickly ran out and got
out of the pit.
"Come here, Harry!'' he cried, excitedy. "Here's something for you. You are going to get yo1:1r share out of
this."
The boy ran forward quickly, and when he learned of
Ari e1ta's discovery he was, of course, overjoyed, though he
kn ew absolutely nothin g abouL gold mining.
"Did you :find it, )1iss Arietta?" he asked, as Arietta
came :mt of the hole.
ayes, Harry," she an swered, with a smile. "It seems I
am always thinking of tloing something that creates a surpri c when I do it. But I am very glad that I tHk a notion
to go down there and handle a pick for a minute or two."
'' And I'm mighty glad, tee," declared Galvin. "Miss
Arietta, you are going to have a mighty g..d share of that
gold for finding it. It ain't likely I'd ever have thought of
digging an1 more in that hole, so the pocket would never
haYe Leen di scoverrd Ly me. Since Ilarry's here, I've made
up my mind to hurry up and get all I can from the surface and then light out E ast with him. But I reckon we'll
have to stay long enough to clean up this pocket."
"Well, J ha\'e an idea it won't take very long to do (bat,"
spoke up 011r hero. "T <lon't think the pockrt is very
large one. I should estimate it as being worth about ten
thousand Llollars."
"Gracious!" cried Harry Ualvin. "Ten thousand dollars! Wlir, that's a whole fortune!"
'•Well, not much of a for( une, after all,'' and the young
deatlslrnt laughed. "But it's a whole lot of money, just Lhe
sanw."
All hands had a le«>k at the gold pocket Arietta had cliscoYercd, and then leaving the miner and his nephew in
charge, they turned to go back to the camp.
Wh en they were half way to it a revolver shot rang out
close at hancl, and a bullet whi1-tled past 01n· hero's head.
He turned quickly and saw a faint stream of smoke near
the rear of a shanty, and he knew right away that the shot
had been fi red fro m behind it.

"Someone tried to get me, I guess," he said, c, lly.
"Stay right here. I will see who it is."
Away he bounded in a direction that would fetch him
1.o a place so he might see behind the shanty.
Wild ran quickly, and be was just in t ime t o see the
fleeing figure of a man among some r ocks not far from the
shanty.
Putting on a sprint, the boy went in pursuit .
He gained rapidly upon the fellow, who was doing his
·
best to keep himself shielded as he hurried on.
As Wild drew a little nearer to him he saw that it was
no other than Harpy, the villain Arietta had suspected.
"Hold on there!" Wild called out, sharply, as he leveled
his revolver at him.
"Don't shHt, Young Wild west," the wretch cried, as he
stopped and threw up his hands.
"Pull your gun," said Wild, who was now about as angry
as he ever got.
He stopped within twenty feet of the scoundrel as he said
this, and had his revolver hanging at his side.
But Harpy did not obey the command.
"Mercy, Young Wild West!" he gasped. " I couldn't
help doin' it, indeed I couldn't."
"You couldn't help doing what?" the boy asked, in his
cool and easy way.
"I couldn't help sneakin' up here an' tryin' ter git a shot
at yer."
"That's a fine confession for you to make, I must say.
But see here, Harpy, I have made up my mind fb.at you are
never going to get away from this place alive. I am going
to give you a fair show, ttt1t. You tried to shaat me when
I wasn't lt•king. Now I want you to try and sheot me
when I am lGioking. You pull your gun mighty quick. If
you don't I am going to begin by sh0oting your ears from
your head. 'l'hen 1 will pick off the en d of your nose and
keep on until I have knocked every button off your cloth...,,....--...._
ing. "
Harpy staggered back until he got against a rock.
It seemed as though this gave him a little courage, for he
put down his hand s and grasped a revolver.
"You say I ain't never goin' ter git away from here
alive," he said, in a voice that trembled slightly. "Well, if
that's ther case I might as well die try in' to git square with
yer, then, Young Wil1 West. Herc she goes."
Up went his hand, and without taking any aim, he pulled
the trigger.
It wa s only a random shot, but the bullet came so close to
the head of our hero that iL made him feel a little anxious
as it whistled by.
Crack!
The boy fired and Ilarpy clapped his hand to his left
ear, at the same time uttering a howl oJ' pain.
"Go ahead ancl shHt again/' said Wild, who was now
smiling at him in his cHl and easy wa:v.
1-farpy rai sed his gun to fire another shot, hut bPfore
l1r coulrl pull th e trigger this time Wild fired ancl shot him
through the arm. ·
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As the wretch dropped the weapon and rolled upon the
Wild answered their ~alutes and then nodded to them,
ground the young deadshot stepped forwa.rd.
and said:
"Harpy," he said, standing over him, "at :first I really
"You had a boy with you when you were on your way
meant to kill you, but when I saw how easy it would he to here, didn't you?"
do it I changed my mind. I have simply clipped off a piece
"Yes, how did you know that?" Dolliver asked, in surof your ear, and broken your arm with a bullet. Now then, prise.
I am going to give you another chance."
"Well, he is here in the camp at this minute. Can you
Just then there was a sound of hurried fo0tsteps, and tell me how it was that he got lost from you?"
Dan Foster and half a dozen other miners came rushing
"No, that's what puzzled both of us."
upon the scene.
Our hero could easily tell that they were not lying aibout
"We seen what ther galo0t done, Young Wild West!" it.
Foster called out, excitedly. "We was tei» far away ter
"We thought we would do a good turn for the kid. He
warn yer. But we seen him sneak along behind ther shanty said he was looking for his uncle, who was at Red Flat, so
waitin' for yer. Why didn't yer sho t ther galoet, any- we brought him along with us. He wanted to try and get
how?"
on the trail of something to shoot while we were riding
along,
so we told him to go ahead, but not to get too far
"Well, I did sh00t him a couple of times," the boy answered, with a smile. "I clipped a piece from one of his away. That was the last we saw· of him, and we tried hard
to follow the trail of his horse. But the ground was so
ears, and broke his arm. I reckon that's about enottgh."
"Well, you might think so, but we don't. Now you jest hard that we could not do it, and after we had waited
go back to your camp an' don't say another word. Harpy around there until the next day, we made up our minds
came back here when he knowed it would mean sure death that he must have gone on, thinking we would follow him."
"Well, the boy found his uncle, all right. I suppose you
for him if he did."
heard
the talk last night about the claim jumpers who had
Wild thought a moment.
taken
possession
of Bill Galvin's claim?"
He did•not lHk at the groveling wretch again, but satis"Yes,
we
heard
all about it."
fied that it would be useless to try and persuade the miners
"Well, Galvin has got it back, and as he is the uncle of
to let him go, he nodded to them and then walked rapidly
the boy, everything has turned out all right."
irom the spot.
"Well, I am awful glad to hear that."
It is easy for the reader to guess what the miners did to
"So am I," the other declared.
Harpy.
"Me velly glad, too, so be," spoke up Hop, who was sitThere was not much law and order at Red Flat, and if
ting
at a table, acting as though he was reading a newspaanyone had passed near the spot where the wretch was
per.
found after Wild shot him through the arm, they might
The gamblers both laughed at this, showing pretty well
have seen a gruesome object dangling to the limb of a tree.
that
they had considerable respect for the clever Ohinee.
"Well, boys," said our hero, as he joined his two partSatisfied
that they need not look for any trouble with
ners and the girls, "I guess Harpy won't ever interfere with
the
two
gamblers,
our friends soon left the tavern.
me again."
,
'
Galvin
and
his nephew wanted to give Arietta a big share
"I recko.h not," and Cheyenne Charlie smiled in a satisin the gold pocket, but the girl stoutly refused it.
Jw!_JJ'.'.lY· The next day Young Wild West and his friends left
When they went back to the camp they found Wing there
Red Flat, for they were pretty sure that there would be
alone.
nothing in the line of excitement to be found there for
Ilop w~s over at the tavern, he said.
some time to come, since the bad characters had ·been elimAs they had nothing else to do just then., our hero and
inated.
his partners decided to go over there and see how the gamThat they would soon find something else to keep them
blers were making out.
busy they were all sure of, however.
They had heard young Harry Galvin say that he had
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
been with them when he started in search of his uncle, but
WEST AND THE DEADWOOD DEADSHOT; OR,
had become lost from them in some way.
THE MAN W.HO WAS HARD TO BEAT."
It happened that J affey and Dolliver had slept rather
late that morning, and were not aware of what had taken
SPECIAL NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekplace so near the tavern.
ly
except the following are in print: 1 to 40, 42, 44, 45,
They had just come into the bar-room as our friends en47, 50, 51, 69, 78, 88, 102, 105. If you cannot obtain the
tered.
ones you want from your newsdealer, send the price in
"Good-morning, You11g Wild West?" said Jaffey, pleas- money or
postage stamps by mail to FRANK TOUSEY,
antly.
PUBLISHER, 24 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
Dolliver said the ea.me thing, and appeared t0 bear no CITY, and you will receive the copies you order, by return
malice toward the boy.
mail.
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THE YOUNG BANK CLERK
OR,

The Mystery of the Money Vault
BY GASTON GARNE
(CHAPTER XXIX-Oontinued)
They drank together and then they parted. Jim walked out
on the street, and the hackman returned to his vehicle.
Tom stood before the hotel and patiently waited and watched
for the coming out of the young bank clerk. But Beck entered
unnoticed by him, and carried up to Ben's room a disguise
that would completely change his identity.
When the two emerged from the hotel they found Tom still.
at_ his post. They passed close by him and took a good look
at him, in order that he might be known again.
On the corner, however, the detective met one of the several
detectives he had ordered to follow him, and called him by
name.
The officer stared at him in surprise and said:
"I don't know you, sir."
Beck went up to him and whispered something in his ear.
"Oh, yes; I didn't know you," replied the man.
"Shadow that man in the slouch hat opposite the hotel
there," said Beck, and then he and Ben turned away and
strolled over toward the Bowery again.
In the meantime two detectives had been summoned to be
at the corner of Broome street and the Bowery. They were
there before Ben and Beck arrived.
Jim had returned there in search of Joe. Joe had returned
from down-town, and was waiting for another fare.
They met, and Joe turned out to be "Billy the Whip." He
was "Joe" in the gang and "Billy" among the hackmen.
Jim took Joe aside, and talked in whispers with him.
'' Do you see that hackman talking to the man in the slo·.1ch
hat?" Beck asked of Ben. ,
"Yes," was the reply.
"Well, Mrs. Vorbach says that he is the driver who took
the two girls away in the carriage."
Ben stared at him as if he would indelibly imprint his features on his memory.
"Why not arrest him now?" Ben asked.
"Because I am trying to arrest the whole gang," was the
reply. "To arrest one or two would set the others on the
watch, and our work would be but half done. I will place a
watch on every man who shows any kind of a secret understanding with any one of the gang. That fellow in the slouch
hat is one of the two men who were shadowing you. They
evidently Intended to murder you to-night if they could get a
chance. You are armed, of course?"
"I have a revolver."
"That's enough. You know how to use it?"
"I think I do."
"Very well. Now, stay here till I go over across the street
and put one of my men on the track of that fellow in the
slouch hat."
Beck crossed over to the other side and spoke to a man, who

at once moved down to a more eligible spot from which to
watch Jim's movements.
Beck then came back to Ben, and said:
"Now we'll wait for further developments."
"But, are you not going to arrest this hackman, and--"
"Oh, yes, in good time. Too much haste will spoil the pud·
ding, you know."
"But the young ladies are in their hands somewhere, and
time may be their ruin."
"I think their discovery is a much surer thing if we g.'!t all
the gang shadowed," reasoned the astute detective, "than if
we arrested only one or two, for then--"
"But think of their danger," said Beµ.
"That's what I am thinking of all the time, and I am trying
not to increase their danger. Come this way, and I will explain to you more fully." And the detective took his arm, and
walked down the Bowery with him.

CHAPTER XXX.
THE YOUNG BANK CLERK AGAIN.

On the way down the Bowery Beck explained thus to Ben:
"To arrest one of the gang now would naturally put all the
others on their guard."
"Yes,' that's so."
"And, for fear the arrested man would 'squeal,' they would
remove the girls, and then we would be all in the dar"ifag'llln ...
Ben assented.
"To shadow every man of them is to be led eventually to
where the girls are. That's the game I am working. Do you
catch it now?"
"Yes-I am so afraid they will harm the girls before we
can find them," replied Ben.
"Which is quite natural under the circumstances," remarked
Beck, "but we must take the chances."
"I guess you are right. I will try to wait till the proper
time comes."
"Very good. Now you must send a note to the cashier of
.the bank, telling him that you are not able to be at the bank
to-morrow, as I am fully convinced that you can aid me more
than any other man in this search."
"I will do It," said Ben, "as I know Mr. Brown will excuse
me for a day or two."
"Then go into a place and write and mail the letter at once,
and--"
"I shall have to telegraph to him, sir, as the mail would
not reach him until some time after my presence would be
needed."

I'
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"Very well, send him a telegram at once, then, and come
"Hanged if I know, Liz," he replied. "He was here about
back to the corner of Broome and Bowery. I will be there or four o'clock, and I haven't seen him, since."
thereabouts."
"I am very anxious to see him," she remarked. "It's very
They parted, and Ben went at once to a telegraph office and important I see him to-night. Don't you know where I can
sent a dispatch to Cashier Brown's residence in Brooklyn that find him?"
he could not be at the bank the next m~rning.
"Have you been down to Mike's:?"
Then he went back and found Beck waiting for him at the
"Yes, and over to Teddy's and round at Boland's, but he
corner of Broome street.
isn't at any of those places. You must drive me around to
Jim was still talking to Joe the hackman. But in about the old stable where you carried me to-day. I think he is
five minutes he went away, and the officer detailed to shadow there."
him went away after him.
Joe looked hard at her and shook his head.
Ben and Beak followed the movements of the hackman, and
"Better not go there, Liz," he said. "Wait tlll he turns up
noted every one he talked with.
at your place, which he'll do before morning."
"I won't wait!" she said, with some warmth. "Just get up
Just about sunset Ben gave a sudden start &nd whispered:
there and drive me around there.
I know just what I am do"There goes the other detective, Beck."
1
"Thunder!" exclaimed Beck. "He's just the man I want to ing," and with that she opened the carriage door and stepped
inside.
see."
Joe looked puzzled for a moment or two, and muttering
"That's him down there by the news-stand."
about women folks making fools of themselves, climbed to his
"WJ:iich one?"
seat and drove away.
"The well-dressed man looking over the papers."
"She calls him Joe," muttered Ben, "and Beck says he's
Beck crossed over to where the man was looking at the
'Billy
the Whip,' but he's the chap pointed out to me, and I'm
papers on the newsstand, and took a good look at him. He
going
to follow him."
was a keen-looking man, with a pleasing, insinuating address.
Walking br!'skly along the street, he managed to keep the
It was easy for an observing man to detect great nerve and decarriage in sight. Bill was in a bad humor and did not
cision of character about him.
drive
very fast.
After looking over the news-stand for a few moments and
The carriage soon turned eastward, and Ben, by running
buying nothing, the bogus detective glanced around, as if in
several blocks, kept in close proximity to it.
search of some one.
At last it ~topped in front of an old deserted stable, all
Beck soon saw that he was in an apprehensive frame of the doors of which
were closed.
mind; that he was, in fact, looking intently at "Billy the
The woman got out and made Joe make considerable noise
Whip" over among the hackmen.
at the door.
At last he crossed over and strolled leisurely along till he
A protruding head from a window. above the stable asked:
came to Billy's carriage. Beck watched him closely, and saw
"Who's there?"
them speak to each other in whispers.
"It's me--Lizzie-Doc," replied the woman.
"Baldwin," he said to Ben, "I am going to run him down
"Why, what in the world do you want here, Lizzie?" the
myself, as I think he is the head, heart and soul of all this man at the window asked.
deviltry and mystery. You take charge of this hackman, and
"I want to come in."
see what you can find out."
"Why, you can't come in, you know. It's against--"
"Where will I see you again?" Ben asked.
"Can't I? I'll come in or all the rest of you will get into
"I don't know. A dispatch to headquarters will reach me, a hole! Come down and open this door!"
as they'll send out a runner in search of me with it."
The man quickly drew his head in and closed the window.
"All right. Shall I follow this hackman wherever he goes?"
A couple of minutes later the stable door opened and the
"If you think it's a confederate who gets into his carriage, man and woman engaged in a heated quarrel in very low tones
follow him. Otherwise you can wait and watch around here, of voice.
--;ii his standing place, you kno~."
The result was the woman entered, and the next moment
"I can use my discretion, then?"
the carriage drove off.
"Oh, yes, only don't spoil all, and make it very bad for the
"Ah!" muttered Ben. "She is jealous of her man Jim, and
young ladies."
threatened to 'blow' on the gang if they didn't let her in. She
"I will be cautious. Never fear for me on that score."
thinks her man is in there. I'll wait around and see if they.
"My man is off," whispered Beck, "and I am, too."
have a row. She belongs to the gang, and-great Halifax!
The detective then followed the bogus representative of Maybe she is the very woman who was in the carriage with
himself up the Bowery into Fourth avenue, and thence into Nettie and Lena this morning! She said something to the
Union Square and Broadway. Wherever he went the astute driver about riding around here to-day. Why, hang it, the
Beck hung upon his shadow like a grim specter that would girls may be in there now, and she's afraid Jim is -with them.
not down under any circumstances.
I'll get at them or die!"
We will leave the two detectives and return to the young
bank clerk who had been left to shadow the hackman.
Ben Baldwin remained around the corner, keeping one eye
all the time on Joe, or "Billy the Whip," till quite late in the
CHAPTER XXXI.
evening. No fare came during the night until near midnight.
Then a well dressed woman came to him.
THE RESCUE.
Ben noticed her recognition of the driver he was watchBen Baldwin suddenly became fully imbued with the idea
ing and hastened on behind her to .see if she would speak to
that he had found the place where the two young girls were
him.
On reaching Billy's carriage she stopped and said:
hidden, and began to rack his brain to discover some way ot
"Joe, where's Jim?"
getting into communicati<fn with them.
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"I'll stake my life on their being in there," he muttered to
himself. "That woman iSI the one who rode in the carriage
with them, and that's why the man was afraid of her and
let her in. I'll get a ladder somewhere and get on top of that
roof and go all over it. There must be a skylight somewhere,
down which I can go. Luckily, I have matches and a darklantern with nie. I'll do it or die!"
He looked up and down the block, and then went to the corner above. An old empty house stood on the corner. It had
been cnnd emneq by t he city authorities, and the people compelled to move out of it.
"Ah! I'll get on the roof through that house," he muttered;
and then he made his way into the house and climbed up the
ri ckety, dust-covered stairs.
Up anot her flight he went, and there found a window openin g out on the roof of the stable. It was a flat roof.
;' Oh, this is just the thing! " he exclaimed, raising the window and letting himself down on the roof. "I'll take off my
shoes and creep over the roof from the end. I see a skylight,
and there's a light under it. Maybe I can see and hear something tllere. "
He crept to thP skylight and peeped over into the room below.
There was a candle burning on a small table in the room, by
the light of which he was enabled to see everything in the
room. In one corner waiya bed, on which two girls were lying,
wrapt in each other's arms. They had not undressed, but
had on their street costumes.
"My!" he ejaculated, "they are there and sound asleep."
To his profound astonishment he saw the door of the room
open, and the man called "Doc" enter, followed by the woman
"Liz."

Ben could not hear what was said.
The woman looked angrily around the room, as if in search
of some one. Then she looked under the bed and woke up
the girls.
But without speaking to them, she turned and left the room.
The man followed, closed and locked the door, and the two
girls were alone together again.
Ben leaned over and tapped on the glass of the skylight.
Lena looked up and recognized his face in the dim light of
the candle.
She dropped on her knees, clasped her hands together, and
looked up appealingly to him. Nettie looked up and held her
hands pleadingly up toward him.
He quickly tore away a pane of glass so he could speak to
them, and said:
" Thank heaven, I have found you!"
"Oh, we thank heaven, too!" t~ey both cried. "Can you take
ns away?"
"Can you reach up to this skylight?" he asked.
Lena placed the table under the skylight, sprang upon it,
and reached her hands toward him. He could reach, down
~ncl touch her hand with his.
"Wait, " he whispered, "till I cut away thi8 glass, and then
J can pull you up."
He took out his knife and proceeded carefully to cut away
t he woodwork around the slender old half-decayed skylight.
The work was necessarily slow, as he . was very careful not
to let any of the glass fall to the floor, as the crash would
probably alarm the jailer of the t wo young girls.
"Now get upon the table again," he whispered, "and reach
_.p your hands to me. "
Lena sprang up first, and reached up her hand to him.
He reached down and caught it. Then he commenced drawing her up. She was a pretty solid little lady, and tested his
strength heavily.

But the moment her head was above the skylight, she caught
with her other hand and aided him to get her on the roof.
The moment she was safe, she threw her arms around his
neck and kissed him.
"Oh, I knew you would look for us! My hero! My brave
prince of men! " ,
"Of course I would look for you, Lena!" he said. "You must
have known I would not leave you to such villains- as these."
"Oh, do please help me up, too," pleaded Nettie, reaching
up her hands toward the open skylight.
"Yes-yes; give me that little hand!" and he reached down
and caught her outstretched hand in his and pulled with all
his might.
Lena aided him, and in another moment she stood by his
side.
·
"Oh, thank you, Mr. Baldwin," she ctieti, throwing her arms
around his neck as Lena had dbne, arlti kissing him a dozen
times. "You have saved me again!"
"I'm glad I found you," he said. "Com~1 we must get way
before we are discovered."
"Oh, we'll go anywhere with you!" cried Lena.
"Yes-anywhere; take us away!" assented Nettie.
"Come this way-step softly, or we may be discovered," and
then he le!l the way towards the window of the old deserted
building.
The two young girls followed him, each taking great pains
to step softly, hence they made slow progress.
But they soon reached the old building, and Ben stopped
under the window and put on his shoes.
"I'll climb up through the window," he said to them, "and
then pull you up," and then he started to c1Unb.
Suddenly a hand protruded from the wihdow, gtasping a
revolver, and shoved its back muzzle against hH; head.

CHAPTER

xxxtr.

THE RESCUE-"BII.LY THE WitIP."

T.he muzzle of the revolver was thrust against Ben's head
with such force as to cause him to stagger . baclk agaitlst Nettie
and a lmost knock her down.
Lena was the first to see the situation. She tecogn1:ted a revolver in the hand that was thrust out of the wJndow. Beyotid that she could see nothing. It was too dark inside the
window to see anything.
-------- "Oh, mercy!" gasped Nettie, recovering from the collision.
"What's the matter, Mr. Baldwin?"
"Oh, don't shoot," cried Lena, springing forward and shielding Ben with her person.
"Stand where you are?" ordered a gruff voice from within.
Nettie grabbed Ben by the arm and moaned,
"Oh, heavens! we are lost!"
Ben recovered just as Lena sprang forward to shield him,
and leaning forwar d,;beheld the revolver aimed-~now at the
courageous Lena-and quickly resolved to see what was behind it.
Drawing his own revolver, he quickly raised it over Lena's
shoulder and fired.
Both girls screamed. Nettie came near swooning.
Ben heard an exclamation and an oath from within, and
minute later the sound of footsteps descending the rickety
stairs came to his ears.
"Ah, that got him!" he said, turning to Lena, who was nearest to him.
"Are you hurt, Mr. Baldwin?" Nettie asked.
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( This story to be continrued in our ne:tt isS¥Ue.)
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We have advertisements in this issue. We have chosen our advertisers; they are reputable
and high class, and we stand back of every article advertised in our columns, and back of
every advertiser. If you have any complaints to make that have been unheeded by the
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$3.00

Prof. Anthony Barker's

HER.KULES

Exerciser for

$1.001\,

MUSCLE BUILDER
'"

(Ti-ado Mark>

'\..l,

8teel Sprlnir Exerciser f"or Hen, Women and Oblldren (Two Jllxerchero In One)

~

~
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PRICE $1.00

The ~~;!ii!~';~!a~~~~ep::!~et at

Every person-MAN, WOMAN and CHlILD-needs an exerciser. A good exerciser Is just
as Important in lite as good booos. Perhaps It Is of more Importance; for, whereas g_ood
books assist materially In developing the brain and mental faculties, a good exerciser
will Just as materially assist In the development ot the PHYSICAL POWERS and consequently the HEALTH, which is our choicest possession.
There are as many different exercisers on the market as there are fish in the sea. A
great many of these are almost worthless and are put together absolutely regardless of
the requirements ot the people for whom they are intended. I would not offer the
HERKULES to the publlc It I did not know that It Is all I represent It to be and the
BEST EXERCISER that can be bad at the price.

THE HERKULES WILL LAST
Shoulder Exercise
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'

\\ \,
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Leg Muscles

It Is not made ot cheap rubber and cloth, to wear out in a few days or a few weeks'
time, but is built from the very best of steel and Is EXCEPTWNALLY DURABLE. It
is never In the way, because, when not In use It can be lifted from Its book and placed
in a small drawer or box.

THE HERKULES IS VERSATILE
It wlll develop n. •tron,r neck, broad, powerf'ul ohonldcr•, atrong back and
atomacb, well·•baped lea•, and iraln great strenath ln your arm,, wrl•ts and hands.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION FREE WITH EVERY
ORDER FOR A HERKULES
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Spine and Stomach

I include a .complete chart of instructions, giving every exercise necessary for
a THOROUGH DEVELOPMENT of the entire body, In getting up this chart, I
have used the knowledge which I have acquired In my many years' experience of
building PERFECT MEN and WOMEN. I am operating the largest school of pby1
0
11
1
slcaif c;~tu~uintc!;\~';.. i~~kle~~~s ~h1:~cf g~~~~~e1~e
:o~ec;~~~iai!:r t~n~~ f:i"n
SATISFACTORY RESULTS.
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NOTICE

A• ProCeooor Barker doea not em1>loy aeents, It la
nece1•ary to obtain the complete outfit consletlnJr of"
the Muscle-Builder, Two Charts of' Instruction, Three Separate Han.•

iiiioi:ewANTH.ONY BARKER
81

die•

1781 BARKER BLG.,

110 W. 42d St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Individual Instructions for Health and Strength at my select Gymnasium or by mail.

@llffii••~~~:EE~tr~~~;~
address all Cor 10 cenh,

The metal used is aluminum, enameled over in three different colors-Red, Blue
·p
-and your name stands right out in Silver. Beautiful effect and so
handy to pu( on your tools, your desk, your door or hundreds of other useful and
ornamental places. Money back if dissatisfied. Twenty-five cents discount on each
order of ten. BOYS, GET BUSY. EVERYBODY NEEDS THEM. Sell them to
business people, housekeepers or use them yourself.
,.

Nylander Embossing Works, 48 Charles St., N.

v~

I wlH fH' n1l as lon;; ns they la.at my 2:-,c Uook

•
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lia{l}i ~1

L~AD8 OP FUN l'OR 10 CT8,
1

Ventrlloqui1ts Double Throa.t. Fits roof of
moulh, lovjal~Jr, imlt,teo birdaand animal,.
Used by great WJz-ard llcrman. .Aatoni1h nnd
my1Uf'y yoUJ' frlend1 1_!>1g,rest tliing yet. T!Jou8llnd11101d. Cnly lOc.

. 'tor %6c,

J!atea m111lc Co., Bo:s 51'• Dept. 35, Helroae, II&H,

STRONG ARMS
Por IOc lo Stamps or Colo
Illustrl\tod wilh 20 (1111-p:i~o hnlftouo cuts, showlnb exercllles that wlll qui ckly dc: vdop, boantlfr ,
nnd gain g1..-.at ltri•n g lh In shoulders, arms,
uud bauda wlthont any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1781 BarkerUldg., 110 W. 42nd St., New York

A MEDAL, wrth your name and address, in

Real Aluminum for IOc.

Mailed to any one. It is
solid metal, the thickness
of a half-dollar. Brilliant, bright, and will not tarnish.
Handy f_or dog-collars, grips and bags, for key - r i n gs ,
poclret-preces, or worn as a medal with a strip of ribbon.
The rage all over; thirty-two letters or spa~s the limit.
You -can have anything you like embossed on them. They
are all one price, 10 cents. The cut, is actual size.
We ray commission on orders of ten ..
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NOVELTY 00.,-
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w.

2&th St., New York

Chest Exercise

Particulars on request.

BOYS' OWN TOY MAKER.

Tel11 how to mak.e 'roya, StellQJ Engiaea1 Photo
Cameras, Microscopoa, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Magic J.antems 1 Boats, Kites, &lloons, )task~
\V11gona,ToyHou1e11 Bow & Arr.lw 1 Guns 1 Sllng1 1
Stilta, FbhlngTacktc, Rabbit. & Bird Trapa, and

many other,, all BO plllln that.any boy ean easily
n1a.ke. ~ illus. TbJs 'tfOat book by man, 100
BATES,t;CO,.Dopt. I, MELROSE, .lfAS8.

The Wonderful Cigarette-paper Trick.- A
piece of cigarette-paper ls torn Into small
pieces In full sight of the spectators. The
pieces are rolled Into a small ball, and when
it ls unfolded the paper ls found restored to
its original size. A most surprising experiment .............................. Price, 10c

CHAS. UNGER, 316 UNION ST., JERSEY GITY, N. J,

BOYS GIRLS Printing

Press, Air Rilles,

FREE

,
Wn.tohes, Rings, Roller
Skates, Baseball Out.tits, etc., freo for a few hours'

\vork after school. Solld no money. Just your name
and address. We trust you. J. Steiner Supply co.,
P.O. Box 116, San !i'ranclsoo, Cal.
The Peir Jumper.-A very effective pocket
tnc1!', easily to be performed by any one. A

m1_n1aturo paddle is shown.

Central holes are

drilled through it, A wooden peg ls Inside or
the upper hole. Showing now both sides of
the paddle on both sides. the performer causes

by simply breathing upon it, the peg to leave
the upper hole, and appear in tho middle one.
Then It jumps to the lower hole, back to the
middle one, and lastly to the upper hole.
Both sides of the paddle are repeatedly shown.
Price, loo

CHAS, UNGER, 316 UNION ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J. .

mull1

"00
Magic Tricks Send 10c. 0nnd 1
tins,urds, dice, r ibbon11,~r::,c>e~~~~ ~;~~l~!a,
WO

!!

eirnple that you can do thom at one,. You can aatoiaish and a.muse friends ond make money. ]Sea wlz.
e:rd anr:l al:ln'l u a 1tar in your town. We aend free
witb Tricks our Catala~ oflOOO Bar~&lna. Write 110w.

Bate, Magic Co., Dept,38 Boz Gi, lltolroae, Hua.
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THE JUN IOR CAM ERA OUT FIT
KING OF NOVEL TIES

4-

complete camera outfit for photograp hing and finishing_ pict mes in two minutes without

DARK ROOM OR PRINTING TROUBLES

NO KNOWLEDGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY NECESSARY

PRICE

PRICE
COMPLETE
85 CENTS

COMPLETE
85 CENTS

DELIVERED

DELIVERED

Camera
The low price combined with the amm,ement supplied to both young and old by t his newly invented
even a child can
Outfit makes it without doubt the IDEAL novelty. Though not a toy, it is so easy to operate thatwith
each Camera.
learn all about it In a very few minutes simply by following the illustrated directions furnished
patent shutter,
The complete outfit consists of a leatherette covered Camera fl.tted with a fine lens, automatic:
out of the tank,
view finder, ½ oz. bottle of developer and fixer ready for use, magnet for lifting finished pictures all
re-orders for
Lhree plates, each in a pocket and three card mounts, all ready fo r taking pictures-AND we fill
supplies so as to save you trouble.

L. SENAR ENS, 34.7 WINTH ROP ST., BROOK LYN, N. Y.
The

The Magic Nail.-A

B ot-

common nail is ghen

Th~-D~M°igP~

~:1{;el~'.,1'~;;

for examination, and

- A genuine penny ls
beld by the fingertips,
Y ou ofl'cr It to your
friend, and when h e att empts to take It, t h e
penny suddenly v anishes withou t any trace
and i s immediately reproduced from some
quite unexpected place •....•.. . ... .. P r lce, -100

r:1~t~ltt~!
ls
bottle
lt
t ha t
cannot bo made to lie down,
and yet by simply passing
the hand over it, the performer causes Jt to do so.
T his t rick affords great
amu sement, and i s ot c on Yenlent size to carry
abou t .... ,. , , • • , .. .. .... .. . .. . .. . . . Price, 10c

then lnstautly shown
· pierced through tho
finger; and yet, when
taken out, the finger
Js found to bo perfectly uninjured, an<J.
the nail is again
given to be exa.m•
in ed. Nicely finished.•
Price, lOe

_____________________________________. _______________________
CHAS. UMBER, 316 UNION ST,, JERSEf CITY, N. J.
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No. 48. n ow TO BUil,D AND SAIL
(;ANOES.-A handy bock for boys, containing
~~~~td~·~i~1i~r;.s !°:n~~~S~l~~ 3fn~ari:~.an~ n:
Illustrated.
No. 49. now T O D EBATE.-Glvln g rules
fo1· conducling debates, outlines for debates,
quPstlons for discussion. and the best sources
for procuring Information on the questions
·
gh·en.
No. 50. H OW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIl\f ALS.-A valuable boolc, giving Inst.ructions
in collecting, preparin.;, mounting and preserving birds. animals and Inserts.
No. al. JIOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARD S.
-ContAJnJng explanations of the general prinelples of sleight-of-hand applicable to card
tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, 1,nd
not .-~quiring sleight-of-hand ; of tricks lnvolvIng slcfght-of-hancl , or tho use of specially
prPpared rards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HO\ V TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvfn g the
rules end full directions for playing Euct,re,
Cribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro
Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All Fours,
ancl many other popular games of cards. •
No. F.3. 110\V TO \VRJ1'E LETT}}RS.-A
wonder(ul little book, telling you how to write
to your sweetheart, your father, mother, siste r,
nd
!~~ttoed~ e;~t~1~ii: f,;'~~i~of~';,:• everybody a
No. 54. llO\V TO KJsEP AND l\lANAGE
Pl..:TS.-Gfvlng complete Information as to th e
manner and method of raising. keeping, tamIng, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets;
also giving full instructl<ms for making cages,
Fully explained by twonty-elgh~ Illusetc.
trations.
No. 65. U OW TO COLLECT STAl\lP S AND
C OINS.-C"ontain Jng valuable fnformatlon r~ gardlng- the colle<'1 Jng ancl n.1-ran~lng of stamps
a nd coins. Handsomely Illustrated.

I

No. 56. HOW T O B ECOME AN ENGINEER.
-ContalnfnE; full Instructions how to become a

t~~=(~~~n~fit ~Ui~i

l~~O~O,;!~~efn~ioe!rdt1~~S;O
description of everything an engineer should
know.
No. 57. H OW TO MAK E l\fflSI CAL INSTR USTRUMENTS. -Full directions how to make a
Banjo, Violin, Zither, }Eolian Harp, Xylophone
and other musical Instruments; together with
a brief d sscrfptlon of nearly every musical lnstrument used in ancien t or modern timess
Profusely Illustrated.
No. 58. JIO\V TO B E A D ETECTIVE.-B y
Old King Brady, the we41-known detective. Jn
which he Jays doW'):l some· "Valuable rules for
beginners, and also relates some adventures of
well-known detectives.
No. 59. U OW TO 11IAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Contai nlng a description of the lantern, together wH.h its history and tnventiona
Also full directions for its use and for painting
slides. Handsomely rnustrated.
No. 66 • H OW 'rO B ECOJUE A P UOTOGR.AP H.ER.-Contalnf ug useful information rega rd •
Ing th e Camera an,l how to work It; also how
to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides
':a~ed~her 'l'ransparcncies. Ha nd90 mely illus1
No. 62. HOW 'J'O B ECOllIE A W EST P OINT
llfi LlTARY CADET.-Expla ins how to gain
admittance, course of Study, Examinations,
Dulles, Staff of officers, Post Guard, Police
R dgulatfons, Fire Department, a nd all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.
No. 63. H OW TO BE('Ol\IE A NAVAL
CADJ~T.-Comp lete instructions of how to gafn
admission to the Annapolle Naval Academy.
Also containing the course of Instruction, descrtpUon of grounds and buildings, btstorical
sketch, and everything a boy should Jrnow to

f

become an officer In the United States Na.,:.
BY Lu Senarens.
1r~~r n;t;i;.
C~ill~:!.Wo ~.?i~:!~
Ing electrical machfn.as, Induction coils, dynamos, and many novel t oJs to be worke,l l.>Y
electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully lllustrated.
No. 65. 111ULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and It I,;
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a larg"
collcution of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., or
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorlst, and
practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Cont al11l1,g
over three hundred inr.eresting puzzles and
conundrums, with key to same. A complete
book. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICALT RICKl;I,
-Containing a large collection of lnstmcllv"
and highly amusing e1ectr1cal tricks, to ...
gather with illustrations. By A. Andersnn.
No. 68. ¥OW TO DO CIIE!\UC'AL TRICKS.
-Containing over one hundred highly amusing and lnstrucilve tricks with chemicals. Dy
A . Anderson. Handsomoly illustratccl.
No. 60. HOW TO DO SLEIGIIT-01'-lL 'l.NJ>.
-Containing over fifty of the latea ; and best
tricks used by magi cians. Also cm1taining- th ,

~~~f.:n~

~f

s~ig~i ~fti1Afi'~lylli~ <mrT~lY~.-se~i~
Containing full directions for making .Ma,;lc
devices o( many kinds. Fully illusand
Toys
•
trated.
No, 70. 110\V TO MAK}~ MAGIC TOYS.Containing full directions for making M 1p-ic
Toys and devices or man,• kinds. Fully illustratcd.
No. 71. IIOW TO DO l\fl,;CJJAN:l"<iAT,
TRJCKS.-Cont alning complete Instructions f or
performing over sixty .l\Icchanlcal Tricks. l~ully
illustre.ted.
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